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Abstract
Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) power conversion is the direct conversion of thermal radiation
to electricity. Conceptually, TPV power conversion is a very elegant means of energy con-
version. A thermal source emits a radiative spectrum, which is incident upon a photovoltaic
(PV) diode. The PV diode then converts some of the incident photons to electricity. The
photons which are converted to electricity have energies greater than the electronic bandgap
of the material from which the PV diode is fabricated. Unfortunately the thermal sources
used in TPV systems are typically broadband, meaning that a significant amount of the
emitted radiation cannot be converted to electricity because the photons are not energetic
enough to produce electron-hole pairs in the PV diode. This unconvertible radiation is
dissipated as heat in the PV diode and represents a very large loss in a TPV system's
conversion efficiency.
This thesis describes the development of a spectral control component which can be used to
filter the radiation emitted from a TPV system's thermal source, such that only convertible
radiation is incident upon the PV diode. The theoretical analysis of filter designs based
on a Si/Si0 2 dielectric stack is described in this text. The methods and processes used to
fabricate physical samples of the spectral control component are discussed. The results of
the spectral analysis of the physical samples are documented and a comparison between the
predicted performance of the filter designs and the measured performance of the fabricated
filter samples is made.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
T HE CONCEPT of thermophotovoltaic (TPV) power conversion was first proposed bythe French scientist, Pierre Aigrain [1] in the early ninet en sixties whilst he was a
visiting professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). In this technology he
suggested the heat flow could be decoupled from the conversion device allowing the converter
to operate at near room temperature. The TPV concept uses a photovoltaic (PV) diode to
convert radiant energy from a thermal source to electricity. The most familiar application
of this concept is solar power conversion. However, the term TPV is usually reserved for
applications which use non-solar thermal sources operating at temperatures from 1000K to
2000K. A block diagram of the basic structure of a TPV power conversion system is shown
in Fig. 1.1.
Thermal Radiation
Heat
Emitter PV Di
Imliji
~iIiji~g
Illil
II
njlFiii
II~i
jul
I! jiI~
U-H-1+
Electrical
Power
Waste Heat
ode
Figure 1.1: Block diagram illustrating the fundamental components of a TPV energy conversion system.
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TPV systems take advantage of the fact that the photovoltaic conversion process is most
efficient near the bandgap of the semiconductor material from which the PV diode is fabri-
cated. Incident photons interact with bonded or valence electrons within the semiconductor
crystal and impart their energy to the electrons in the form of kinetic energy. This kinetic
energy may be significant enough to break the electron's covalent bonds, thus raising the
electron from the valence band to the conduction band. Once an electron is in the conduc-
tion band it can be collected across a PN junction, forming a current.
Unfortunately, most thermal sources used for TPV applications are broadband, emitting
photons with widely varying energies. A significant fraction of the emitted photons are low
energy, and when they interact with the semiconductor crystal their energy fails to gener-
ate any charge carriers. The energy of these photons is dissipated as heat in the PV diode,
and represents a significant loss in conversion efficiency. This thesis explores a method of
reducing this loss of efficiency. The concept involves introducing a spectral control element
between the emitter and PV diode in the basic system shown in Fig. 1.1. This spectral con-
trol element would only pass photons that are energetic enough to generate charge carriers
in the PV diode, whilst reflecting lower energy photons back to the thermal source where
they are reabsorbed. However, before the development of this spectral control element can
be discussed in detail, it is necessary to examine the other system components, namely the
thermal source and PV diode, in a more detailed manner.
1.1 PV Diode Operation
The PV diode serves the critical role in a TPV system of converting to electricity the
radiation emitted from the thermal source. The effectiveness with which the PV diode
accomplishes this depends on both the shape of the emitted thermal spectrum and the
electronic bandgap of the semiconductor material. The nature of the thermal source will be
discussed in the next section, but for the purposes of the present discussion it is assumed that
the thermal source is a blackbody [3]. A blackbody emits a broadband radiative spectrum,
- 16 -
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meaning that the thermal source emits photons with varying energies. The energy of a
photon is given by (1.1). This equation states that as the wavelength of a photon decreases,
the photon's energy increases.
Ephoton = h (1.1)
At an atomic level the semiconductor material from which the PV diode is fabricated has
a crystalline structure [4], [5]. The atoms within this crystal are covalently bonded to each
other, meaning that each atom shares electrons with neighboring atoms in order to achieve
a stable outer electron shell. When forming covalent bonds these shared electrons are called
valence electrons. However, the energy which bonds a valence electron to its atom is not
particularly large and therefore if an incident photon is energetic enough it can impart
enough kinetic energy to a valence electron for that electron to break free of its bond.
When this occurs the electron becomes a charge carrier, which is free to move about within
the semiconductor crystal. This also results in a positive "hole" being formed at the site of
the broken bond. This hole can also be viewed as a charge carrier, which is free to move
within the crystal.
From an energy band point of view, covalently bonded electrons occupy the valence band
of a semiconductor, and free electrons occupy what is known as the conduction band. In
between there exists an energy bandgap. No electron can exist in this bandgap, and phys-
ically what this means is that in order for a covalent bond to be broken and an electron
promoted from the valence band to the conduction band a photon needs to impart to a
valence electron kinetic energy greater than or equal to the bandgap energy. In an ideal
TPV system the thermal source would only emit photons whose energy equals the elec-
tronic bandgap. However, no such source exists. The energy contained in a photon emitted
from a blackbody is a function of the photon's wavelength. This results in some photons
promoting electrons to the conduction band and others failing to do so. Some of conduction
band electrons will have received just enough kinetic energy from the incident photons to
- 17 -
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bridge the energy gap, while other electrons will have being promoted higher up into the
conduction band. Fig. 1.2 illustrates how the ability of a photon to produce an electron-hole
pair depends on the photon's wavelength.
Energy (eV) Basic Semiconductor Band Structure
1.44 -4-
Ec 0.72 
--
EV 0
H Photon
t
I 1I
0.95 1.2 1.725
Wavelength (1 x 10-6 M)
Figure 1.2: Photon efficiency for producing electron-hole pairs in Gallium Antimonide.
When a photon generates an electron-hole pair in a PV diode the built in potential across
the space-charge region of the diode collects the free charges [5], [6]. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1.3, where the free electron is swept toward the diode's N region and the hole towards
the P region. The I- V characteristic for a diode operating in this manner is given in (1.2).
I = I8 (eT - 1) - IL (1.2)
- 18 -
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where 1, represents the saturation current of the PV diode derived in [4] and IL is the
current generated by energetic photons. Fig. 1.4 (a) shows the idealized equivalent circuit
of a PV diode with a resistive load. Fig. 1.4 (b) shows the qualitative I-V characteristic of
a PV diode for both the illuminated and non-illuminated cases.
Photon
I
-- - - - -- - I I
qV Egap hv
EV
N-Type P-Type
Figure 1.3: Energy band diagram of a PV diode illustrating how a photon generated electron-hole pair
contributes to a photo-generated current due to the built-in potential difference between the P and N
material.
I
Maximum Power
Rectangle
lsc-,@
"Dark" I-V Curve
V
"Illuminated" I-V Curve
(b)
Figure 1.4: (a) Idealized equivalent circuit of a PV diode with resistive load. (b) Illuminated and non-
illuminated I-V characteristics of a PV diode.
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Introduction
The non-illuminated I- V characteristic is exactly that of a standard PN diode. In the
illuminated case the curve shifts into the fourth quadrant of the I-V plane, which means
that power can be extracted from the diode. In Fig. 1.4 (b) two important parameters of
the I- V curve are shown. They are 1, or the short circuit current and Vc, the open circuit
voltage. The shaded area is the maximum-power rectangle. This defines the maximum
electrical power a PV diode can provide. The output power is given by (1.3).
P = IV = I8 V(eT - 1) - ILV (1.3)
The condition for maximum output power is obtained when dP/dV = 0. This results in an
equation which quantifies the maximum output power of an illuminated PV diode.
PM =ImaxVmax~IL(Voc kT( 1 qmax kT (1.4)q kT q
Equation (1.4) quantifies the maximum amount of electrical power a PV diode can produce,
assuming IL is known. IL represents the photo-generated current in the PV diode, which
is ultimately a function of the spectrum emitted from the thermal source in a TPV system.
The next section will discuss the details of this spectrum and how its properties affect the
TPV system as a whole.
1.2 Thermal Source
TPV power conversion is based on the concept of a PV diode converting electromagnetic
radiation to electricity. The effectiveness with which this conversion takes place is depen-
dant upon the characteristics of the incident radiation. In an ideal TPV system the thermal
source would emit only photons with just enough energy to generate a free carrier pair in
the PV diode. Unfortunately, such an ideal source does not exist and most TPV systems
- 20 -
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use thermal sources which emit photons with a range of energy levels.
In the majority of TPV systems the emissive characteristic of the thermal source can be
approximated by that of a blackbody (or more accurately, a greybody [7]) source. A black-
body source emits a broadband radiative spectrum. In 1901 Max Plank published work in
which he derives an equation to describe this emitted spectrum [3]. This equation in terms
of wavelength is given by (1.5).
27rhc2
E(T, A) = 2( 1]
n2A5[e r kT
(1.5)
1 2 3 4W0 1 2 3 4
Wavelength (pm)
5 6 7 8
Figure 1.5: Emitted power spectra of a blackbody at T = 1300K, 1500K and 1700K.
The temperature of the blackbody influences the magnitude and positioning of the emit-
ted spectrum. According to Stefan's Law [7] the emitted power density from a blackbody
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source varies with temperature to the fourth power, while the wavelength at which the spec-
trum peaks decreases as the temperature increases. Fig. 1.5 illustrates this graphically for
a blackbody at three different temperatures. As the temperature rises the emitted power
rises in the predicted non-linear fashion, while the peak of the spectrum moves to shorter
wavelengths.
Typically, the thermal source of a TPV system operates at a temperature between 1000K
and 2000K [13]. At these temperatures a blackbody source will peak in the near-infrared
wavelength region between A = 2.90 pm and A = 1.45 pm. This contrasts with the case of
solar photovoltaic power conversion where the emitted spectrum peaks in the visible wave-
length range1 . To maximize the potential power density of the TPV system it is desirable
to operate the source at as high a temperature as possible. However, such elevated temper-
atures create severe engineering issues. For the purposes of this thesis it will be assumed
that the source is a blackbody at 1500K.
1.3 Photovoltaic Diode Selection
Based on the previous discussion it becomes apparent that a TPV system's ability to con-
vert thermal radiation to electricity depends on both the spectrum produced by the thermal
source and the characteristics of the PV diode used in the system. A concerted research
effort is on-going to develop selective radiative sources [14] [15]. However, broadband emit-
ters are still prevalent. Therefore, the correct selection of the PV diode material becomes
critical in order to optimize the conversion performance and efficiency of a TPV system.
The PV diode's ability to convert radiation from a given emitted spectrum to electricity
is intimately linked to the magnitude of the diode's electronic bandgap, Egap. According
to (1.1) the energy of a photon is dependent on the wavelength of the photon, which means
'The sun can be approximated as a blackbody emitting radiation at a temperature of 5777K.
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that in order for a photon to have enough energy to generate an electron-hole pair in a given
material, the wavelength of the photon has an upper limit Acriticai. Only photons with wave-
lengths shorter than or equal to Acritical can generate charge carriers and electrical power.
Hence, in order to maximize that portion of the emitted broadband spectrum which can be
converted to electricity, the material from which the PV diode is fabricated needs to have
a small bandgap.
When TPV power conversion was first investigated in the nineteen sixties the material
of choice from which the PV diodes were fabricated was Germanium (Ge) [10] [11] [12]. Ge
was chosen because of the two materials available at the time Si and Ge, it has the smallest
bandgap. Unfortunately, this bandgap is indirect [6], which results in its effective bandgap
appearing much larger than the fundamental gap of 0.66 eV. This limits the effectiveness
of a Ge PV diode. However, with the advent of III-V semiconductor compounds and more
recently, ternary and quaternary alloys, it has been possible to develop PV diodes with
much smaller bandgaps. Fig. 1.6 shows the common III-V materials along with their cor-
responding bandgap energies [9].
Significant work has been carried out to evaluate the potential offered by these low bandgap
materials for TPV applications. In particular a concerted effort has been made to evaluate
the potential offered by Gallium Antimonide (GaSb) PV diodes, and GaSb based ternary
and quaternary alloy PV diodes [21] - [28]. As a result of this work, PV diodes with
bandgaps as low as 0.39 eV have been developed. The use of such exotic materials greatly
increases the portion of the emitted radiative spectrum which can be converted to elec-
tricity. Unfortunately, these PV diodes are complex and require very expensive fabrication
processes. Therefore, ultra low bandgap PV diode technologies still require development
before they can be implemented in practical TPV systems.
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Figure 1.6: Common III-V semiconductor compounds and their corresponding energy gaps.
Currently the GaSb PV diode is the diode of choice within the majority of commercial
TPV systems [291. This is a result of the material having a relatively low direct bandgap of
0.72 eV along with the fact that the fabrication of GaSb PV diodes requires only the use of
basic fabrication processes [2]. In this thesis it can be assumed that whenever a PV diode
is mentioned it is a GaSb device unless explicitly stated otherwise.
1.4 Spectral Control
When considering the potential offered by a power conversion technology, it is important
to pay close attention to efficiency. The efficiency of a TPV system can be defined as the
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ratio of the electrical power generated by the PV diode to the chemical energy input flow.
The efficiency of the TPV system shown in Fig. 1.1 is limited, even assuming that all the
components are ideal [30]. This fundamental limit lies in the fact that the PV diode can
only convert the above-bandgap radiation to electricity, which represents about 20 - 30% of
the total incident radiation. The limit is illustrated graphically in Fig. 1.7 which shows the
portion of a 1500K blackbody spectrum which is above the bandgap of GaSb.
3 4
Wavelength (tm)
5 6 7 8
GaSb Bandgap
Figure 1.7: Portion of a 1500K blackbody radiative spectrum which a GaSb PV diode can convert to
electricity.
Because the usable portion of the emitted spectrum is small it is clear that any TPV
converter with the basic structure illustrated in Fig. 1.1 will inherently have a very low
conversion efficiency. In order to improve this conversion efficiency it is necessary to reduce
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the amount of nonconvertible radiation which is incident on the PV diode. This is achieved
through the addition of a spectral control component to the basic TPV system. This
spectral control element acts as a filter and is situated between the emitter and PV diode.
The filter is designed to pass all the shorter wavelength photons to the PV diode where
they can be converted to electricity, while reflecting all the longer wavelength photons back
to the source, where they are reabsorbed.
1.4.1 Filter requirements for GaSb based system
The filter design which will be discussed in this thesis is specific to a TPV system with a
blackbody emitter at 1500K and a GaSb PV diode 2 . To ensure that the PV diode is exposed
to all the available convertible radiation, the spectral control filter needs to transmit all the
radiation with wavelengths shorter than or equal to the critical wavelength, Acritical. The
filter then needs to reflect all the longer wavelength photons back to the emitter. These
reflected photons are reabsorbed by the emitter. This process is known as "photon recy-
cling". Fig. 1.8 illustrates the desired spectral characteristic of a spectral control filter for
TPV applications.
The effect the filter has on TPV performance can be assessed by studying the conver-
sion efficiency. Overall TPV system efficiency WpV is the product of the efficiencies of the
PV diode, the filter, and the thermal source:
WTPV = 77TS.7F.PV (1.6)
where the subsystem efficiencies are defined as follows:
2 Although this thesis deals with a design for a specific TPV system, the technology and techniques being
used can be applied to a system using almost any combination of thermal source/PV diode.
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7S
Net radiation power emitted by the radiator
Chemical energy input flow
Radiation power absorbed by PV diode
R F = Net radiation power emitted by radiator
(1.7)
(1.8)
(1.9)
Electrical output power
77PV Radiation power absorbed in the PV diode
0
0L
E
wU
transmittance
reflectance
Figure 1.8: Transmittance and reflectance of an ideal spectral control component matched to a 1500K
blackbody spectrum for TPV applications.
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The net radiated power emitted from the thermal source is defined as the total emission
(i.e. the complete blackbody spectrum) minus the radiation returned through reflection
from the filter. Therefore if the filter's characteristic is ideal, the TPV system's conversion
efficiency is limited principally by the efficiency of the thermal source, the thermalization
of above bandgap electrons and the PV diode's non-unity quantum efficiency 3
1.4.2 Filter implementation
The ideal spectral characteristic desired of a TPV spectral control filter and shown Fig. 1.8
is not achievable in reality. However, using certain technologies it is possible to produce
a filter with a nearly ideal characteristic over a limited wavelength range. For the specific
TPV system being considered in this thesis it was decided to explore the filtering potential
offered by multilayer dielectric stack structures. Recently, there has been a significant
amount of research carried out into the fundamental characteristics of these structures and
in particular how these structures can be used as photonic crystals to provide spectral
control [31] - [37].
1.5 Thesis Objectives and Organization
The first goal of this thesis is to provide an introduction to the basic principles upon which
thermophotovoltaic power conversion technologies are based, and to elucidate the need for
integrating spectral control into the basic TPV system in order to ensure acceptable conver-
sion efficiency. This is carried out in Chapter 1. However reference will be made throughout
the thesis to the motivation behind the issues being discussed. In Chapter 2 the technologies
available to implement spectral control in the TPV context will be outlined and the theory
3 Thermalization describes the process where a photo-generated electron with energy greater than Egap
gives up the energy difference between its energy level and Egap as heat in the semiconductor lattice.
Quantum efficiency is defined as the ratio of generated carriers to the total incident above bandgap photon
flux in a PV diode.
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underpinning these technologies will be discussed. Chapter 2 will then document the design
of the spectral control component specific to the GaSb based broadband TPV system being
discussed in this thesis. The second goal of the thesis is to document the fabrication of the
spectral control component. Chapter 3 will detail the fabrication techniques used and the
problems encountered during fabrication. This will be followed in Chapter 4 by a discus-
sion of the fabricated filter's spectral performance. In particular, the measurement of the
reflectance and transmittance characteristics of the fabricated filters will be documented.
These experimental results will then be compared to the theoretical characteristics pre-
dicted in Chapter 2. Chapter 5 will contain the conclusions reached on the work discussed
in the main body of the thesis and will outline the issues warranting further investigation,
based on the research documented in the thesis.
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Design of a Spectral Control Component
S EVERAL technologies have been used to implement spectral control in TPV systems.These have included the use of selective thermal radiators [14] - [18] and semiconductor
plasma filters [19, 20]. There is significant research currently being undertaken in both these
areas. However, the spectral control offered by these technologies has yet to reach the level
of performance necessary for TPV applications. These technologies also demand expensive
fabrication processes making their implementation unattractive. Therefore, for the TPV
system being considered in this thesis it was decided to explore the potential offered by
multilayer dielectric stack structures.
2.1 Multilayer Dielectric Stack Filters
Multilayer dielectric stack structures have been used extensively for various optical and
microwave applications for some time [38, 39]. In particular, dielectric stack structures
are used for filtering applications, and for producing extremely high quality mirrors. The
ability to produce structures with filtering characteristics using dielectric stacks makes them
interesting for TPV applications. Initially, to understand how a multilayer dielectric stack
can act as a filter it is necessary to introduce some basic theory regarding the propagation
of radiation across the interfaces of materials with different permittivities.
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2.1.1 Theory of electromagnetic wave propagation across dielectric inter-
faces
The term dielectric stack refers to a structure made up of dielectric layers of alternating
permittivity [40]. Typically, only two dielectric materials are used in a stack, one material
having a high permittivity and the other having a low permittivity. Throughout this thesis
reference will be made to these high and low permittivity layers, and so for simplicity the
following convention will be adopted: The high permittivity dielectric layer will be denoted
by H, and the low permittivity layer by L. Since these structures are made up of layers of
alternating permittivity any radiation propagating through the stack must propagate across
dielectric interfaces. The propagation of electromagnetic radiation through free space and
across such interfaces is complex. However, it has been studied extensively and the reader
can find a detailed mathematical treatment of the subject in [41, 42] or other publications
detailing the theory of electromagnetic waves. Once the fundamentals of wave theory are
understood, it is possible to study the propagation of radiation through such dielectric stack
structures and understand how these structures can be used as filters.
The following explanation relies principally on the presentation and notation of [40]. Con-
sider an electromagnetic wave propagating across a dielectric stack. At each dielectric inter-
face the propagating wave will experience partial reflection. The reflected and transmitted
components of the wave can be obtained by solving for the boundary condition at each
dielectric interface. This condition states that both the tangential electric and magnetic
field components of the propagating radiation at an interface must be continuous. In the
case of the propagating electromagnetic fields shown in Fig. 2.1, the tangential components
of the incident electric field at boundary 1 equal:
El = Ei + ERi = ETI + E' 2 (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Linearly polarized electromagnetic waves impinging on a thin dielectric film.
and the tangential components of the incident magnetic field equal:
Hi = -(E 11 - ER1)no cos Ol90
H, = -0-(ET, - E' 2 )n1 cos 012110
(2.2)
Where no represents the refractive index of free space and n, represents the refractive index
of the dielectric layer. The above equations are arrived at because the electric and magnetic
fields are related by:
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H= -k x E (2.3)
where k is the propagation vector, co is the permittivity of free-space and po is the per-
meability of free-space. Similarly, the tangential components of the electric and magnetic
fields at boundary 2 are:
E 2 = E 12 + ER2 = ET2 (2.4)
and
H 2 = -- ( 1 2 - ER2)rl cos 0121o
H2 = -" ET2n2 cos 9T2
/10
(2.5)
Due to the optical path length difference between the waves that are reflected from the
front side and back side of the dielectric layer shown in Fig. 2.1, the waves that are re-
flected from the second interface undergo a phase shift. The extent of this shift is given
by ko(2nid cos 0i2)/2, where ko is the wavenumber in free space. For simplicity this shift is
denoted by koh and results in:
E12 = ETleikoh (2.6)
and
ER2 = ER2e+ikoh (2.7)
Substituting these equations into (2.4) and (2.5) gives:
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E2 = Ere-ikoh + EN2 e+ikoh (2.8)
H2 = (Erieikoh - Ei 2 e+ikoh) nicos i2 (2.9)
V so
Solving for ET1 and E' 2 and substituting into (2.1) and (2.2) yield:
E = E 2 cos koh + H 2 (isin koh) (2.10)Ti
H, = E 2Tii sin koh + H 2 cos koh (2.11)
Where
ni cos 12 For TE polarization.
(2.12)
nIcos 612 For TM polarization
The matrix representation for the above relations is:
E) cos koh (isinkoh)/Ti E2 (2.13)
H1 T 1i sin koh Cos koh H 2
or equivalently:
E1 = M1 ( ) (2.14)
H1 H2)
The characteristic matrix Mi in (2.14) relates the electromagnetic fields at the bound-
aries of the dielectric layer in Fig. 2.1. In a multi-layer system it is possible to develop a
characteristic matrix for the entire structure by multiplying (in the proper sequence) the
characteristic matrices of the individual layers, that is:
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M = M 1M 2 ..... Mn 12 (2.15)
M2 1 M22
The amplitude coefficient of the transmitted field, or simply the transmission coefficient
tE of a multi-layer structure can be evaluated by using (2.15), where tE is defined as the
complex ratio of the transmitted electromagnetic field to the total field incident on the
multi-layer structure. Similarly the amplitude coefficient of the reflected field, or simply
the reflection coefficient rE can be calculated using (2.15) where rE is defined as the complex
ratio of the reflected electromagnetic field to the incident field.
ET2 _2T 0
tE = -T2- =T (2.16)E11  Tom 11 + ToTsm12 + M2 1 + Tsm22
ER1 Tom 11 + TOT m 12 - M 21 - TSM22rE = ( 7Ei Tom, + ToTsmi 2 + M 21 + Tsm 22
Here To pertains to the incident medium and Ts pertains to the substrate material atop
which the multi-layer dielectric stack is deposited (The PV diode in the case of a TPV
system). In TPV applications the power transmitted by the electromagnetic field through
the dielectric stack to the PV diode is of greatest concern. The transmittance T of the
dielectric stack is defined as the ratio of the power transmitted through the stack to the
total incident power, and is calculated as follows:
T = t2 S (2.18)
If it is assumed that the the stack's layers are made of ideal dielectrics, the reflectance of
the stack can be defined as R = 1 - T or R = r 2. Now that the mathematics describing
the propagation of radiation across dielectric layers and interfaces has been described it is
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possible to relate this theory to the design of a dielectric stack filter.
2.1.2 The quarter wave dielectric stack filter
Quarter wave dielectric stacks form a very important class of multilayer dielectric struc-
tures. Based on (2.14), the characteristic matrix of a dielectric layer takes on a very simple
form if the optical thickness of the dielectric layer is an integral number of quarter or half
wavelengths. That is if:
koh = m(7r/2) m = 0, 1, 2,3... (2.19)
When m is even, cos koh = ±1 and sin koh = 0. Here the dielectric layer appears to be an
integral number of half wavelengths thick and (2.14) becomes:
El 1 0 E2 (2.20)
Hi 0 1 )(H2)
In this case the characteristic matrix is a unity matrix, and the dielectric layer has no effect
on the reflectance or transmittance of radiation across the layer. At these wavelengths the
layer appears completely transparent to radiation. Alternatively in the case where m is
odd, sin koh = ±1 and cos koh = 0, (2.14) takes on the following form:
E 0 i/T ) E2 (2.21)
Hi iT1 0 )(H2)
Here this result suggests that for radiation with wavelengths equal to multiples of the thick-
ness of the quarter wave dielectric layer, the layer appears opaque.
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A quarter wave dielectric stack filter utilizes these wavelength dependent properties to
filter radiation, passing radiation at and near the wavelengths equal to multiples of half
the optical thickness of the dielectric layer, while reflecting wavelengths of radiation at
and near multiples of quarter the optical thickness. The basic manifestation of a quar-
ter wave dielectric stack consists of a low permittivity dielectric layer deposited on a high
permittivity dielectric layer as shown in Fig. 2.2 (a). Here, a certain amount of the inci-
dent radiation is reflected at each of the stack's boundaries. In the case of the structure's
fundamental period consisting of substrate-high permittivity (H)-low permittivity (L)-air
(substrate-HL-air), the incident wave experiences three separate reflections.
Air
..
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.
:- . ..:. .:. : :. :
Air
0
::: :: ::: :: ::: :: -. . :. . :: : :: : -:::::: ..
L ~~~ .:.:: : : :- - - - - - .: : :- - . -:-. :-:-:
Substrate
(a)
Substrate
(b)
Figure 2.2: (a) Basic low-high permittivity period of a quarter wave stack. (b) Three period dielectric
stack.
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At frequencies close to the quarter-wave frequency, the reflectance of the fundamental two
layer structure can be increased by adding extra HL periods to the stack. The increase in
reflectance due to the increased number of layers is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 (b), where the
dielectric stack has an substrate-HL-HL-HL-air structure.
2.2 Design of a Quarter Wave Dielectric Stack Filter for TPV
Applications
In a TPV system it is necessary to implement spectral control as detailed in Chapter 1.
Specifically, we desire to only expose the PV diode to radiation with wavelengths shorter
than Acriticai, the wavelength corresponding to the bandgap energy of the PV diode. Achiev-
ing this goal calls for the insertion of a low pass filter into the basic TPV system4 . This
section examines how a quarter wave dielectric stack structure, the basic theory of which is
discussed in the previous section, can be used to implement such a low-pass filter.
2.2.1 Filter specifications and implementation
The TPV system being considered in this thesis consists of a broadband thermal source
coupled to a GaSb PV diode. The thermal source emits a 1500K blackbody spectrum,
a plot of which is shown in Fig 1.5 (a). The electronic bandgap energy of the GaSb PV
diode is 0.70 eV, which corresponds to a wavelength of 1.78 pm. Hence, the PV diode can
only convert radiation with wavelengths shorter than or equal to 1.78 Am to electricity.
Ideally, the spectral control component in the TPV system would have a low-pass filter
characteristic equivalent to that shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). In order to expose the PV diode
to as much convertible radiation as possible, the filter would have a transmittance of 1 for
wavelengths up to 1.78 4m (T = 1 for A < 1.78 tzm) as shown in Fig 2.3 (b), and 0 for all
4Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all references to filter characteristics in this thesis are in terms of
wavelength.
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wavelengths longer than 1.78 pm. Alternatively the filter's reflectance should equal 1 (R =
1 for A > 1.78 pm). It is also important to be aware of the need for the filter to operate
effectively when exposed to off-normal incident radiation. This requirement stems from the
fact that the thermal source radiates in all direction through a solid angle of 27r [7].
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Figure 2.3: (a) Ideal low-pass filter characteristic superimposed on a blackbody emitting at 1500K. (b)
Illustration of the spectrum which would be transmitted to a GaSb PV diode by the ideal low-pass filter.
Using a dielectric stack structure to provide spectral control within a TPV system offers
several advantages in terms of implementation. The biggest of these is the fact that the
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stack can be fabricated directly atop the front-side of the PV diode. Fig. 2.4 illustrates how
this would look. Chapter 3 discusses the methods available for fabricating these dielectric
stack structures and the issues which arise using these techniques.
TPV System with Integrated
Spectral Control
Thermal Radiation
'I
4-----------------------------------
4---------------------------
4-----------------------------------
4------------------------
4-----------------------------------
Emitter
Front-side Deposited
Dielectric Stack Filter
M
iiI Qi
Waste Heat
PV Diode
Figure 2.4: Block diagram of a TPV system consisting of a broadband emitter and a PV diode with an
integrated front-side dielectric stack filter.
2.2.2 Filter design
Fig. 2.3 forms the basis around which the dielectric stack filter must be designed. The
wavelength and rate at which the filter characteristic transitions from the pass-band to the
stop-band are particularly important criteria. The transition must occur at 1.78 Am, and
the transition needs to be sharp. The importance of meeting these criteria lies in the fact
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that the pass-band to stop-band transition occurs near the peak of the emitted radiative
spectrum and so any non-ideality in the characteristic would lead to a significant amount
non-convertible radiation being passed to the PV diode, which in turn would result in a
significant loss in efficiency, or a significant amount of convertible radiation being reflected
back to the thermal source, resulting in a reduction in power density. Non-ideal filter perfor-
mance at longer wavelengths is less of a problem because at these wavelengths the emitted
spectrum contains much less energy.
The transmissivity of a quarter wave dielectric stack is periodic with respect to frequency,
and so the quarter wave dielectric stack can be thought of as a band-stop filter. Fortunately,
since a blackbody only emits appreciable amounts of energy over a limited bandwidth it is
possible to use the quarter wave dielectric stack's band-stop characteristic to achieve the
low-pass requirement.
Short Wavelength
Pass-Band Stop-Band
Long Wavelength
Pass-Band
Arbitrary BlackbodyI
S Spectrum
Wavelength
Ideal Band-Stop
Filter Characteristic
\ High
Cut-off
Figure 2.5: Illustration of how a band-stop filter characteristic can provide low-pass filtering
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In Fig. 2.5 an ideal band-stop filter is coupled to an arbitrary blackbody spectrum. The
ideal filter transmits radiation up to the low cut-off point. Between the low cut-off and
high cut-off points the filter is completely opaque. At the high cut-off point the filter begins
to transmit once again. However, since the blackbody emitted spectrum does not contain
much energy at this and longer wavelengths, the filter's transmittance characteristic beyond
this point is irrelevant. In the case described above the ideal filter has a very wide stop-
band. In reality designing filters with such extremely wide stop-bands is not possible. Real
filter designs will transmit some longer wavelength radiation to the underlying PV diode,
resulting in a loss in efficiency.
2.2.2.1 Selection of dielectric materials
As alluded to above, the use of a quarter wave dielectric stack's band-stop characteristic
to provide low-pass filtering requires that the stop-band be made as wide as possible to
minimize the amount of longer wavelength radiation transmitted by the filter. The ratio
of the width of the quarter wave stack filter's stop-band (AA) to the stop-band's central
wavelength (Ao) as it relates to the permittivities of the stack layers is derived in [38, 39]5.
A= - 4 (sin- - nL) (2.22)AO 7r nH + nL
Here, nH and nL are the refractive indices of the high and low permittivity layers respec-
tively. To ensure the quarter wave filter has as wide a stop-band as possible, the difference
between the values of nH and nL must be maximized. It is also important to consider
the complexity of the deposition techniques required when choosing the dielectric materials
from which the quarter wave dielectric stack filter is fabricated. Due to these requirements
a significant amount of research has been carried into the use of Si and SiO 2 for these appli-
5The central wavelength of the stop-band Ao is the wavelength at which the dielectric layers have quarter
wave optical thickness.
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cations [31] - [34]. These two dielectrics have a large refractive index contrast (nsi = 3.45
and nsio2 = 1.5). Furthermore, the equipment necessary to fabricate Si/SiO 2 based dielec-
tric stack structures is readily available, since Si and SiO 2 thin films are widely used in the
semiconductor industry. Based on these facts it was decided to design the TPV system's
quarter wave dielectric stack filter using these two materials.
2.2.2.2 Dielectric layer thicknesses
The optical thickness of all the layers in a quarter wave dielectric stack filter are equal.
However, the physical layer thicknesses differ. This difference is due to the difference in
the refractive indices of the layer materials. Once it was decided to use Si and SiO 2 in the
quarter wave dielectric stack structure, the thickness of the Si and SiO 2 layers needed to be
calculated. To achieve this, A0 , the wavelength corresponding to the center of the stop-band
had to be identified. Equation (2.23) relates the center wavelength to the low-wavelength
cutoff for the quarter wave stack. We use 2.23 to select the center frequency by evaluating
the equation with Acutoff equal to the bandgap of GaSb. Therefore Acutoff = Acritical = 1.78
pm.
2 + 1 sin- 1 nsi-nsio2
A0  + r nsi+nso2 2 -(1 sin- nsi-nsi O2 )Act (2.23)
2 -s nsi+nsio 2
Substituting the numerical values of nsi, nsiO2 and Acutoff into (2.23) results in Ao = 2.34 Am.
The optical thickness of the quarter wave dielectric layers then equal AO/4 or 0.585 Am in a
medium with a refractive index equal to 1. The physical thicknesses of the Si and Si0 2 layers
are calculated by dividing the quarter wave optical thickness by the respective refractive
indices of Si and Si0 2 . The physical thickness of the Si0 2 , or L layer, was calculated as
0.585/1.5 = 0.39 Am, while the physical thickness of the Si or H layer was calculated as
0.585/3.45 = 0.17 Am.
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2.3 Quarter Wave Dielectric Stack Filter Simulation
As stated previously, the fundamental period of a quarter wave dielectric stack filter com-
prises one H layer and one L layer. The previous section describes how the physical dimen-
sions of this period were determined in terms of the materials used. However, as stated
earlier the filtering performance of a single two layer fundamental period is limited. High
performance dielectric stack filters use multiple instances of the fundamental period in series
to achieve higher performance. In an effort to determine how many such periods need to be
sandwiched together to achieve adequate filtering for TPV applications, the transmittance
of the structures was simulated. This section describes the results of these simulations and
details how the preliminary filter design was modified to achieve optimal filtering perfor-
mance based on the simulated results.
2.3.1 Preliminary transmittance simulations
Throughout this thesis the structure of the dielectric stack filter is defined with respect to
the substrate upon which the filter is deposited. This notation results in a H layer being
the first layer in the filter structure (The layer nearest the substrate). However, when simu-
lating the transmittance of a dielectric stack filter, the structured is viewed from free-space.
Mathematical models for the quarter wave dielectric stack structure were developed in the
MATLAB environment. The simulation code used to evaluate the normal transmittance of
the basic dielectric stack structures being discussed in this chapter is shown in Appendix A.
This code is based on the mathematics detailed at the beginning of Chapter 2. The char-
acteristic matrix concept defined in 2.14 forms the core of all the simulation codes.
A matrix MH was developed for the 0.17 pm thick Si layer and a matrix ML was de-
veloped for the 0.39 pm thick SiO 2 layer. To simulate the normal transmittance of the
fundamental period (i.e. a LH SiO 2/Si structure), the characteristic matrix of the period
was calculated. This was achieved by multiplying the ML matrix by the MH matrix in the
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correct sequence as shown by (2.24):
MLH = ML x MH (2.24)
The transmittance simulation calculated the performance of the fundamental period by first
evaluating (2.16) using MLH and then (2.18). The simulated transmittance characteristic
of the basic LH structure (fundamental period) is shown in Fig. 2.66. This characteristic
bears little resemblance to the band-stop characteristic being sought. However, by increasing
the number of fundamental periods in the stack, the transmittance characteristic improves
significantly. The simulated transmittance characteristic for stacks made up of two, three,
four and five fundamental periods is shown in Fig. 2.7.
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
Wavelength ( pm)
4 4.5 5
Figure 2.6: Simulated normal incidence transmittance of a single quarter wave Si/SiO 2 HL layer period.
6Unless stated otherwise all transmittance simulations refer to the transmittance of the dielectric stack
from free-space to a GaSb substrate. The stack is always deposited such that the outermost layer of the
stack is an L layer and the inner-most layer is a H layer. Hence the simulation calculates transmittance as
radiation propagates from free-space to an L layer and then a H layer.
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2.3 Quarter Wave Dielectric Stack Filter Simulation
The issue of how many HL periods the quarter wave dielectric stack requires to provide
acceptable filtering performance for TPV applications was resolved by considering Fig. 2.7.
It was decided that a quarter wave stack comprising of five HL periods offered acceptable
performance. By using five periods the filtering requirements for a TPV system are met.
The pass-band to stop-band transition of the structure is very sharp, and the reflectance of
the stop-band is extremely high. A five period structure was also seen as being a practical
choice from an implementation and fabrication standpoint, since the addition of further HL
periods does very little to further improve the transmittance characteristic. The simulated
transmittance of the five period (ten layer) quarter wave dielectric stack filter from 0.4 pm
to 8.0 Mm is shown in Fig. 2.8.
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Figure 2.7: Simulated normal incidence transmittance characteristics of quarter wave dielectric stack
structures comprising of two (a), three (b), four (c) and five (d) Si/SiO2 HL layer periods.
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Although the five period quarter wave stack structure exhibits a sharp pass-band to stop-
band transition and good stop-band reflectance, the structure's performance is still far
from that of an ideal stop-band filter. The short wavelength pass-band performance is
particularly non-ideal and this has implications for a TPV system's power density, since the
low and oscillatory transmittance of the filter limits the amount of useful radiation which
is transmitted to the PV diode.
a,
E
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Wavelength (spm)
Figure 2.8: Simulated normal incidence transmittance of a five peri
tric stack structure.
6 7 8
od (HL)5 Si/SiO2 quarter wave dielec-
2.4 Anti-reflection coatings
Quarter wave dielectric stack structures are extensively used as high performance reflectors
and, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8, even a relatively basic stack design can provide extremely high
reflectance over a limited wavelength range. In the majority of these reflector applications
little thought is given to the low reflectance (high transmittance) regions. However, for
TPV applications this is not the case. As stated in the previous section, any filter used
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in a TPV system must have an ideal pass-band characteristic in order to maximize the
system's power density. Fortunately, certain design techniques can be employed to improve
the pass-band performance of the TPV system's filter component from that of the basic
quarter wave dielectric stack. The integration of an anti-reflection coating (ARC) into a
basic dielectric stack is one such technique.
2.4.1 Implementation of anti-reflection coatings
Anti-reflection coatings (ARCs) form a very important area in the optics industry. The
theory underpinning many of these ARC techniques is detailed in [39, 40]. The incorporation
of an anti-reflection coating in the quarter wave dielectric stack filter requires the design
process to be slightly modified. The thickness of the surface L layer is modified such that its
thickness equals one eight that of the optical thickness Ao, rather than one quarter as in the
case in the standard structure. A similar modification is carried out to the innermost H layer
(the layer in contact with the substrate) such that it too is one eighth the optical thickness
Ao. These modifications serve to better match the impedances of the filter structure to
that of free-space and the substrate respectively. The complete mathematical explanation
of this impedance matching concept is given in [39]. These modifications result in a free-
space - L/2-HL-HL-HL-HL-H/2 - substrate stack structure. The improvement in the pass-
band transmittance characteristic due to the ARC design was evaluated by simulating the
transmittance of the modified quarter wave filter design. The result of the simulation is
shown in Fig. 2.9. The MATLAB code used for this simulation is similar to the code used
to simulate the basic quarter wave filter's transmittance and is also given in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.9: Simulated normal incidence transmittance of a modified quarter wave dielectric stack, incor-
porating Ao/8 impedance matching (ARC) layers.
The quantitative improvement in the filter's pass-band performance due to the inclusion of
an ARC in the filter design was evaluated by comparing how much convertible radiation
the filter with an ARC and the filter without an ARC transmits relative to an ideal low-
pass filter. The MATLAB codes used for these calculations are given in Appendix B. The
transmittance simulation predicted that the basic quarter wave dielectric stack filter would
transmit 72.75 % of the convertible radiation emitted from a 1500K blackbody source to a
GaSb PV diode. The same transmittance simulation predicted that the modified quarter
wave dielectric stack filter would transmit 90.60 % of the convertible radiation. The differ-
ence in performance illustrated by these results is substantial and highlights the importance
of incorporating an ARC in the design of a TPV system's spectral control component.
However, as Fig. 2.9 shows, the transmittance of the modified Si/SiO2 quarter wave stack
never reaches 1 even though an effort has been made to match the impedances of free-space
with that of the dielectric stack. The reason for this is that there is a refractive index
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mismatch between free-space, the Si/SiO2 filter and the GaSb substrate. In order to have
a transmittance of 1 in the filter's pass-band the quarter wave stack must satisfy (2.25),
where ns is the refractive index of GaSb.
( )2 = 'S
nL 1
1
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Wavelength (gpm)
6 7
(2.25)
Figure 2.10: Simulated normal
stack incorporating ARC layers.
incidence transmittance of a modified Si/SiON quarter wave dielectric
The Si/SiO2 stack fails to satisfy this condition when deposited on a GaSb substrate. How-
ever, it is possible to manufacture the TPV filter such that this condition will be satisfied.
This requires using SiON in place of SiO 2 to form the low index layer of the dielectric stack.
SiON is used because its refractive index can be engineered to equal any value between
1.5 and 2.0, by altering the oxygen and nitrogen composition of the SiON layers. In order
to satisfy (2.25), the refractive index of the SiON layers must equal 1.77. The simulated
normal transmittance of a modified quarter wave dielectric stack (including an ARC) fab-
ricated from Si and SiON is shown in Fig. 2.10.
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Fig. 2.10 illustrates that once (2.25) is satisfied, the transmittance of the modified quarter
wave stack goes to 1 at certain wavelengths. The transmittance simulation also predicts
this structure will transmit 93.80 % of the convertible radiation incident upon it. This re-
sult suggests that a TPV system using a Si/SiON filter would provide greater power density
than the same system using a Si/SiO2 filter. However, a problem exists. According to (2.22)
a Si/SiON filter has a narrower stop-band than a Si/SiO2 filter due to the fact that SiON
has a larger refractive index than SiG 2 .
2.5 Spectral efficiency
The analysis of the transmittance characteristics of the quarter wave filters discussed thus
far has focused on the normal incidence transmittance of these structures. This is because
the intensity of the emitted radiation in the system is greatest at normal incidence. However,
the thermal source being considered in this thesis is a Lambertian source and therefore any
filter being used must also filter off-normal incidence radiation6 . To investigate the off-
normal performance of both the Si/SiG 2 and Si/SiON modified quarter wave stacks the
transmittance characteristics of the structures were simulated at incident angles ranging
from 00 to 90' off-normal. The predicted performance of the Si/SiG2 structure for both the
transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations citeref:T2 are shown
in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12 respectively. The corresponding results for the Si/SiON structure
are shown in Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14.
6 A Lambertian source is a radiative source whose intensity is directly proportional to the cosine of the
off-normal angle from which it is being viewed.
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Figure 2.11: Simulated TE transmittance as a function of angle of incidence for a modified Si/SiO 2 quarter
wave dielectric stack.
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Figure 2.12: Simulated TM transmittance as a function of angle of incidence for a modified Si/SiO2
quarter wave dielectric stack.
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Figure 2.13: Simulated TE transmittance as a function of angle of
quarter wave dielectric stack.
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Figure 2.14: Simulated TM transmittance as a function of angle of incidence for a modified Si/SiON
quarter wave dielectric stack.
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The results of these simulations suggest that pass-band and stop-band performance of the
modified quarter wave stack structures are relatively unaffected by the angles of incidence up
to about 400 off-normal. Beyond 400 the transmittance characteristics of both the Si/SiO2
and the Si/SiON stacks begin to degrade. In the TE cases, the pass-band characteristics
tend to become more oscillatory. However, in the TE case, the stop-band performance of
both structures remains good, and even improves at more acute incident angles. In the TM
cases, the pass-band performance is relatively good at all incident angles. However, the
stop-band performance of both the Si/SiO2 and Si/SiON structures degrade at more acute
incident angles. This degradation in performance manifests itself as a narrowing of the
stop-band. Such stop-band narrowing leads to a loss in the system's conversion efficiency.
2.5.1 Calculation of spectral efficiency
The analysis of the transmittance characteristics of the modified quarter wave Si/SiO2
and Si/SiON structures highlighted that the Si/SiON structure transmits slightly more
convertible radiation from the source to the PV diode than does the Si/SiO2 structure
(93.8% vs. 90.6%). However, it was also stated that the stop-band of the Si/SiON filter is
narrower that that of the Si/SiO2 filter. To evaluate which material set is more suitable for
the TPV application being considered in this thesis, the spectral efficiency of both filters was
calculated. In the context of a TPV system, the spectral efficiency is defined as the amount
of the above bandgap emitted power transmitted, divided by the total emitted power [44].
Assuming a blackbody source, the normal incidence spectral efficiency is expressed in (2.26).
fW" 2e exp( " ).Tfilter(w)dL
?7spectral (TBB, Wg, TPV) = n (2.26)
BB-1 h (I - Rfliter(w))dw
Here Tfilter represents the transmittance of the filter and Rfilter represents the reflectance7.
7 1t is assumed that the filter is fabricated from perfect dielectrics. In this case Tfilter = 1 - Rfilter.
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The spectral efficiency of the Si/Si0 2 and Si/SiON filters was calculated using (2.26) over a
set of source temperatures ranging from 1000K to 1800K. The results of these calculations
are plotted in Fig. 2.15. It is evident that the modified Si/SiO2 quarter wave filter has a
superior spectral efficiency across the entire temperature range. At 1500K the efficiency is
~ 7% greater. This superior performance is primarily a result of the Si/SiO2 filter having
a wider stop band than the Si/SiON filter.
0.8
Si-Si0
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Figure 2.15: Spectral efficiencies of the modified SiO 2 and SiON quarter wave dielectric stack filters as
the source temperature is varied from 1000K to 1800K.
Based on this analysis it is concluded that a modified Si/SiO2 quarter wave dielectric stack
filter provides superior performance to that of a similar structure fabricated from Si and
SiON. The transmittance simulations of both structures indicate very similar pass-band
performance at normal and glancing angles of incidence. However, as is clear from Fig. 2.15,
the Si/SiO2 structure transmits less unconvertible radiation. This results in a TPV system
using a Si/SiO2 filter having a higher conversion efficiency than an equivalent system using
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a Si/SiON filter. The Si/SiO2 structure also has practical advantages. The deposition of
SiO 2 is less complicated than the deposition of SiON, and the necessary fabrication systems
are more readily available. Chapter 3 of this thesis discusses the fabrication of Si/SiO2
filters based on the designs presented in this chapter, and Chapter 4 presents the results of
the experimental characterization of these structures.
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Chapter 3
Dielectric Stack Filter Fabrication
T HE GOAL of this chapter is to detail the fabrication of the quarter wave dielectricstack filter structures whose designs are described in Chapter 2. The fabrication of
these structures was necessary in order to allow experimental analysis of their behavior.
We will discuss the technologies which are available to carry out such fabrication. Both
physical vapor deposition (PVD), and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques will be
described and the results of their use discussed. This discussion will focus on the physical
characteristics of the structures produced by each method, in particular we will discuss the
accuracy with which each method deposits the dielectric layers.
3.1 Fabrication Process Requirements
In developing a fabrication process to produce quarter wave dielectric stack filter samples,
several issues must be addressed. The first of these is the requirement that the final process
be capable of fabricating the filtering structure directly upon the front-side of the photo-
voltaic cells being used in the TPV system, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. As stated earlier, for
the TPV system under consideration in this thesis the PV diodes are assumed to be GaSb
devices. The melting point of GaSb is 7120C and therefore in considering candidate filter
deposition techniques it is necessary to ensure that no process step will require the substrate
upon which the dielectric stack filter deposition takes place to reach a temperature greater
than 650 C. In fact it may be necessary to implement even more stringent thermal limits
to avoid affecting the properties of the GaSb PV diode.
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The second requirement which must be taken into consideration when choosing a depo-
sition technique for the fabrication of dielectric stack filters is the optical quality of the
dielectric materials. The importance of this parameter lie in the fact that all the initial
design and mathematical modelling of the dielectric stack filter uses ideal values of the di-
electric constants. For Si, n = 3.44 and for SiO2 , n = 1.5. We have already discussed how
in the filter design, the required thickness of each dielectric layer depends on the refractive
index of that layer. Therefore it is critical that the deposited dielectric layers have refractive
indices as close to their ideal values as possible, in order for the fabricated structure to be
as representative of its ideal model as possible. Finally, the third important issue which
should be taken into consideration when choosing a deposition technique is the accuracy of
thickness and degree of uniformity with which the dielectric layers can be deposited. Again,
the importance of this issue lies in the fact that the filter's performance is strongly related
to the dielectric layer thickness, and any inaccuracy can lead to significant degradation of
the filter's performance.
3.2 Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) of a Dielectric Stack
Filter
As the name suggests PVD is a deposition technique in which mechanical processes are the
main means through which films are deposited. PVD techniques are extremely versatile
and allow for the deposition of almost any material. The constituent species, individual
atoms or molecules, are produced by either evaporation of a solid or molten source, or by
using energetic gaseous ions in a plasma to knock off, or "sputter" the atoms from the
source target. The atoms or molecules then travel through a vacuum or very low pressure
gas phase and condense on the surface of the substrate which is being coated. Because of
the fact that PVD is a low pressure process there are very few gas-phase collisions during
deposition. The species being deposited also condense rapidly upon reaching the surface of
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the substrate, leading to very little rearrangement of atoms. These facts have an impact on
the uniformity of a film being deposited using PVD processes. In the case of a flat surface
this typically means good uniformity. A detailed discussion on modern PVD technologies
can be found in [8].
3.2.1 Electron beam evaporation
For the fabrication of the first dielectric stack filter sample it was decided to use electron
beam (e-beam) evaporation to deposit the dielectric layers. E-beam evaporation is a well
established PVD process and was chosen because of its relative simplicity, and the fact that
it is a low temperature process, an important requirement for this application.
Substrate + Holder
Particle
E-Beam Fux
Target Material
(Si or SiO 2)
Vacuum
Vacuum
System
Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of e-beam evaporation system.
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A schematic of an e-beam evaporation unit is shown in Fig. 3.1. During deposition, electrons
are boiled off a tungsten filament and accelerated at a target made from the material being
deposited. The energy produced by the collision of the electron beam with the target serves
to evaporate the material which then condenses on the cooler substrate and chamber side
walls. Because the evaporation occurs in high vacuum the particle emission is isotropic, and
a spherical substrate holder is used to ensure that with multiple substrates in the chamber,
each is positioned normal to the species flux and equidistant from the source.
3.2.2 E-beam deposition process
The e-beam deposition of the dielectric stack filter sample took place in the Technology Re-
search Laboratory at MIT using a Temescal VES-2550 dual gun electron beam evaporator.
For the purposes of the deposition, 100 mm p-type Si wafers were used as substrates. The
deposition process involved the following steps:
" The substrate wafers were subjected to a "Piranha" clean (mixture of H2 SO 4 and H2 0 2 )
to remove any organic contamination.
" The substrates were loaded into the VES-2550 wafer holder.
" The Si and SiO 2 targets were loaded in the four position target mount and the chamber
was sealed.
" The chamber cooling system was initialized and the chamber was evacuated to a base
pressure of 2x10- 6 Torr.
" The dielectric stack was deposited using the VES-2550's deposition control system.
" The electron gun was cooled, the chamber was backfilled with N2 and the substrates
were removed.
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The dielectric deposition step took place according to the following procedure: Once the sys-
tem reached base pressure the electron beam was initialized and the deposition commenced.
The first material to be deposited was Si with a target layer thickness of 850 A. Following
that, four periodic structures of alternating SiO 2 and Si layers with target layer thicknesses
of 3900 A and 1700 A, respectively, were deposited. The final layer to be deposited was a
SiO 2 layer which had a target thickness of 1950 A. Fig. 3.2 illustrates schematically what
the ideal structure of the dielectric stack filter deposited using e-beam deposition would
look like.
The actual deposition rates during the processing for both the Si and SiO 2 were set at
3 A per second. These rates are used as set-points by the VES-2550 system to automati-
cally modulate the e-beam current to ensure that the deposition rate remains constant. The
system measures the deposition rate by monitoring the frequency of vibration of a quartz
crystal. This crystal is nested in the substrate holders of the deposition chamber and it is
caused to vibrate at its natural frequency, nominally 6 MHz. As the crystal is exposed to
particle flux during the deposition process, some deposition occurs on its surface and this
causes a change its frequency of vibration. The deposition system's processor then relates
the rate of change of frequency to the deposition rate.
3.2.3 Structural characterization of an E-beam deposited filter
The spectral characterization of the dielectric stack filter, fabricated using e-beam evapora-
tion will be detailed in Chapter 4. The first notable result of the deposition of the dielectric
stack filter on the substrate was the color change of the surface upon which the dielectric
layers were deposited. This color change was due to the dielectric structure's effect on the
wavelengths of radiation in the visible portion of the spectrum. However, no real informa-
tion regarding the success or otherwise of the deposition could be gleaned without a series of
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Figure 3.2: Ideal 1-D dielectric stack structure deposited on a crystalline Si substrate using e-beam
deposition.
structural investigations and spectral characterizations. The structural characterization of
the e-beam deposited filter was done using scanning electron microscope (SEM) to observe
the cross-sectional profile of the dielectric stack filter. This test was carried out to estab-
lish whether the e-beam deposition technique provided the dimensional accuracy required
to ensure the physical filter's structure corresponded to the structure of its mathematical
model.
In order to prepare a sample for SEM analysis, the substrate wafer was cleaved. A buffered
HF etch was then carried out on the cleaved surface. This serves to preferentially etch
the SiO 2 layers of the stack in favor of Si layers and creates a stepped cross-sectional pro-
file. This stepped profile provides greater SEM resolution than a planar surface. The final
step in the sample preparation process is to coat the sample with gold. This step eliminates
charge build up on the sample during SEM observation, thus ensuring accurate SEM results.
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The cross-sectional profile of the e-beam deposited dielectric stack filter recorded using
the SEM is shown in Fig. 3.3. The darker strata represent the deposited SiO2 and the
lighter strata represent the Si. Inspection of this SEM image provides a significant amount
of information regarding the quality and accuracy of the e-beam deposition process. From
an inspection of the cross-section, the Si layers appear uniform, with a constant thickness of
~ 1700 A. This suggests that the e-beam technique deposits Si in a uniform and controlled
fashion. Unfortunately, the deposition of SiO2 was far less successful. On inspection, it was
found that the e-beam thickness control of SiO 2 layers was unacceptable.
0.3 5.10~4M
4- 0.51.10~6m
4 - O.4 4. 10-6M
Figure 3.3: Scanning electron micrograph of e-beam deposited 1-D dielectric stack showing resulting SiO 2
layer dimensions. The desired thickness of the SiO 2 layers is 0.39 pim.
The dimensions of the five SiO 2 layers in the dielectric stack are indicated in Fig. 3.3. As
mentioned in the previous section, the target thickness for the four lower layers was 0.39 Mm
and that of the top layer was 0.195 pm. During the deposition process the e-beam system
over-deposited every layer, the largest error occurring during the deposition of the top layer
where 179.5% of the target thickness was deposited. This result indicates that e-beam
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evaporation is not a suitable technique for the deposition of SiO 2 when the deposited film
thickness is a critical parameter.
The reason for the system's poor performance in this regard lies in the fact that the system's
deposition sensor does not perform well when being used with SiO 2 . The precise reason
is that the sensor relies on monitored particle flux. Typically, during the deposition of a
material, the flux is constant. However, in the case of SiO 2 the flux is less predictable be-
cause SiO 2 tends to sublime when heated by the electron beam. This sublimation prevents
the SiO 2 target from forming a homogenous source, like most materials, and this means
that evaporation occurs in a pulsating fashion. Throughout the process the system tries to
maintain the actual deposition rate at the preprogrammed set-point. However, the pulsat-
ing evaporation prevents the system from doing so, causing measurement errors to build
up, which ultimately manifest themselves as thickness errors in the deposited SiO 2 layers.
3.2.4 Conclusions regarding E-beam filter deposition
The physical characterization of the dielectric stack filter sample produced using e-beam
evaporation leads to several conclusions regarding the method's suitability for such an ap-
plication. The first of these conclusions, as stated in the previous section, is that e-beam
evaporation deposits amorphous Si relatively quickly, in a predictable manner and without
requiring the substrate's temperature to be significantly elevated. When combined, all these
factors mean that e-beam evaporation is very suitable for the deposition of Si. Unfortu-
nately, the technique does not perform well with controlled deposition SiO 2 , and because
of this poor dimensional control it is concluded that e-beam evaporation does not meet
the necessary requirements of a deposition system used to fabricate dielectric stack filters,
where the filter's performance is dependent upon the accuracy with which the dielectric
layers are deposited.
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3.3 Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) of a Dielectric Stack
Filter
Upon concluding that electron beam evaporation is not suitable for the deposition of Si/SiO2
based dielectric stack filters, it was necessary to identify a more suitable fabrication tech-
nique. The technique which was chosen is known as Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD).
In CVD, gases are introduced into a deposition chamber where they react to form a film
on the surface of a substrate. The film formation may be due to the simple heat driven
decomposition of a single gas, or due to the reaction of a number of gases. In either case
the decomposition or reaction must take place at the substrate surface, rather than in the
gas stream. This is necessary because reactions in the gas stream tend to form particulates,
which can then deposit on the substrate surface causing defects in the film. CVD is the pre-
ferred film deposition technique in the manufacture of semiconductor devices, and there has
been significant work carried out on the development of CVD technologies. This has lead to
several variations on the basic concept. The original CVD technique is called Atmospheric
Pressure CVD (APCVD). In this technique film deposition takes place at a pressure of 760
Torr, and the substrates are heated using an inductively coupled graphite susceptor. How-
ever, for most applications this technique has been superseded by more advanced variations
of the technology. In particular Low Pressure CVD (LPCVD) and Plasma Enhanced CVD
(PECVD) are now widely used. It was decided to use the LPCVD technique to fabricate
the dielectric stack filter samples for this project.
3.3.1 Fundamentals of LPCVD film growth
LPCVD is an industry standard film deposition technique, the kinetics of which have been
widely investigated. The steps involved in an LPCVD process are as follows:
o Transport of reactant species to the deposition region by forced convection.
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" Transport of reactant species by diffusion from the main gas stream through the substrate
boundary layer to the substrate surface8
" Absorption of reactant species on the substrate surface.
" Surface processes including chemical decomposition and reactions.
" Desorption of byproducts from surface.
" Transport of byproducts through the substrate boundary layer to the main gas stream
and away from the deposition region by forced convection.
In order to establish the deposition rate in an LPCVD system one needs to understand
the transport mechanisms which get the reactant species to the substrate surface. Fig. 3.4
graphically illustrates the components involved in this transport. The flux of the reactant
species from the main gas stream to the substrate surface through the boundary layer is
given by F where:
F1 = hG(CG - CS) (3.1)
Here (COG - Cs) represents the difference in concentration of the reactant gas species between
the main gas stream and the substrate surface (molecules cm-3), and hG represents the
mass transfer coefficient (cm sec-') for the gas stream. The flux of reactants consumed by
the surface reaction is represented by F2 , where F2 is given by:
F2 = ksCs (3.2)
8As a fluid passes a surface the fluid molecules stick to the surface, slowing down the fluid flow at and
near the surface. This results in the velocity of the fluid changing from zero at the surface to that of the
free stream over a certain depth of fluid. This layer is referred to as the boundary layer in fluid mechanics.
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Here ks is the surface reaction rate (cm sec-1). Assuming steady state deposition the
fluxes F1 and F2 must be equal as they exist in series, meaning that the slower of the two
mechanisms determines the deposition rate.
Main Gas
Flow Boundary Layer Substrate
CG Cs
X1 X2
CG
Cs 
-
X1 Position X2
Figure 3.4: Substrate surface region in CVD process showing reactant concentrations and fluxes.
Equating ( 3.1) and ( 3.2) gives the following result:
-1 (3.3)
Cs=CG(1+
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from which the deposition rate, v in cm sec-1, is found by dividing the steady state flux F
by the density of the deposited material, N (cm- 3 ). This yields the following result;
F _ kshG CG (34)
N ks+hG N
Equation (3.4) has two limiting cases depending on the relative magnitudes of ks and hG.
CG
v = kS7 hG > kG (3.5)
CG
V= hG~- hG < kG (3.6)N
In the case of (3.5), the mass transfer through the boundary layer is large and so the
deposition rate is limited by the rate of surface reaction. The alternative case occurs
when the surface reaction rate is fast and the boundary layer mass transfer coefficient
becomes the limiting factor for the deposition rate. Operating a CVD system in one of these
regions as opposed to the other has important implications for the system's performance
and setup. APCVD systems operate in the mass transfer limited regime, and because of
this, these systems need to ensure that the mass transfer coefficient is constant through out
the deposition chamber. Achieving this is difficult and lead to the emergence of LPCVD.
In LPCVD systems deposition typically takes place around 1 Torr pressure. This reduction
in pressure leads to an increase in the diffusivity of the reacting species (DG):
1
DG C 1 (3.7)
Ptotal
and this in turn leads to an increase in the mass transfer coefficient hG according to:
hG = (3.8)
6s
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where 6, represents the thickness of the boundary layer on the wafer surface. The increase
in the mass transfer coefficient results in deposition occurring in the surface reaction limited
regime. This result means that the output of the CVD system can be improved because
wafers can now be stacked closer together. Operating in this regime also increases the
deposition rate. A comprehensive discussion of the theory of CVD and its implementations
can be found in [8].
3.3.2 Dielectric stack filter fabrication using LPCVD
The LPCVD fabrication of dielectric stack filter samples took place in the Integrated Circuit
Laboratory at MIT using a Thermco LPCVD Reactor system. This is a multi-tube system,
where individual tubes are process specific, meaning that only one specific set of gases is
allowed in each deposition tube. For the deposition of the dielectric stack filter samples,
tubes 6B (poly-Si), 6C (low temperature oxide) and 5B (anneal) were used. The operation of
all the tubes in the Thermco system is controlled through a central terminal, and each tube
has associated with it a standard deposition recipe. This recipe has a specific deposition
rate associated with it. However, these rates are nominal, and over time they tend to
vary slightly, so in order to accurately know the deposition rate for each material being
deposited as part of the dielectric stack filter, a calibration of the system was carried out
prior to fabricating the stack.
3.3.2.1 LPCVD calibration
The aim of the calibration process was to identify the exact deposition rates in tubes 6B
and 6C, along with establishing the effects of the annealing process on the layer thickness.
Fig. 3.5 shows the process flow for the calibration. The first calibration run involved the
growth of a SiO 2 test layer on a 150 mm p-type Si wafer. The thickness of this layer was
measured using a KLA-Tencor UV1280 thin film measurement system. Based on these
results the deposition rate of SiO 2 in tube 6C was established. The sample was then
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annealed at 650'C for four hours in an N2 atmosphere using tube 5B. The thickness of the
SiO 2 layer was then remeasured to establish the effect of the densification 
process on the
layer. In the second calibration run a layer of Si was deposited on a 150 mm p-type Si wafer.
A layer of SiO2 was then deposited on the Si layer. The structure was annealed as before
and the effects on the SiO 2 layer were again recorded. The final calibration run involved
the deposition of a Si layer on a 150 mm monitor wafer (a Si wafer on which a thermal
oxide has been grown). A SiO 2 layer was then deposited on the Si layer, the structure was
annealed and the effects on the Si layer's thickness were recorded.
CVD Calibration Procedure
Run 1
Si Substrate
Tube 6C (Oxide)
u
Tube 5B (Anneal)
* 5~4W
Si Substrate
Run 2
Si Substrate
U
Tube 6B (poly-Si)
SSubstrate
Tube 6C (Oxide)
o
Si Substrate
Tube 5B (Anneal)
Run 3
Sibsrt
Tube 6C (Oxide)
SSbsrate
Tube 5B (Anneal)
Si Substrate
Oxide Etch
Si ubtrate
Si Substrate
* Indicates layer thickness was measured using UV1280
Figure 3.5: Process flow for the calibration of CVD reactors used for the deposition of dielectric stack
structures.
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The results of the calibration runs determined that the Si deposition rate in tube 6B was
91.79 A/min, and the SiO 2 deposition rate in tube 6C was 57.95 A/min. It was discovered
that the annealing process resulted in a reduction of the Si layer's thickness by 69 A. This
means that in order to ensure a 1700 A thick Si layer in the dielectric stack, 1769 A of
Si needs to be deposited. This requires a deposition time of 19 min:16 s. The annealing
process reduced the thickness of the SiO 2 test layer from 4115 A to 3535 A. Based on these
results, it was calculated that 4560 A of Si0 2 needed to be deposited to ensure a SiO 2 layer
thickness of 3900 A in the dielectric stack. This corresponded to a SiO 2 deposition time of
78 min:42 s.
3.3.2.2 LPCVD process steps
The structure of the dielectric stack filters fabricated using LPCVD was slightly different
from the structure of the filters deposited using the e-beam method. Specifically, in the
LPCVD case a (HL) 5 structure was deposited while in the e-beam case a L/2-(HL) 4H/2
structure was deposited. Each period contains a 1700 A thick Si layer, underneath a 3900 A
thick Si0 2 layer. The structures were fabricated on 150 mm p-type Si substrates. A four
step process was used to produce one of the Si/Si0 2 periods. This sequence of steps was
then repeated a further four times to produce the complete ten layer structure. The four
basic steps were:
* A pre-deposition RCA wafer clean.
" The deposition of 1769 A of poly-Si using Tube 6B.
" The deposition of a 4560 A of Si0 2 using Tube 6C.
" A four hour densification anneal at 650'C in an N2 ambient using Tube 5B.
The purpose of the RCA clean was to remove the native oxide from the surfaces of the
substrates and to prevent any contamination of the LPCVD reactors. The RCA clean
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used comprised three separate stages. The first stage was a ten minute immersion of the
substrates in a high PH solution, with a 5 H20:1 H2 0 2 :1 NH 40H chemistry. This serves
to oxidize any organic films that may exist on the substrate surfaces. The second stage
was a fifteen second buffered HF etch. This strips the native oxide from the substrate sur-
face. The final stage of the RCA clean was a low PH substrate immersion in a solution of 6
H2 0:1 H2 0 2 :1 HCl. This stage serves to remove any ionic contamination from the substrate.
The growth of the Si layer took place in Tube 6B of the Thermco LPCVD system. The
layer was grown at 625'C, with a SiH 4 gas flow rate of 150 sccm 9 and tube pressure of 200
mTorr. To deposit 1769 A of Si, the SiH 4 gas flowed for nineteen minutes and sixteen sec-
onds. A further two hours were required to ramp the tube up to its operating temperature
for deposition, and back down to room temperature for unloading. The deposition of the
SiO 2 layer took place in Tube 6C. The oxide layer was deposited at 400 C with SiH4 and
02 flow rates of 125 sccm and 175 sccm respectively at 200 mTorr pressure. In order to
deposit the required 4560 A of SiO 2 , the gases flowed for seventy eight minutes, forty two
seconds. Again, ramp up and down required two hours. The final stage in the fabrication
of the Si/SiO2 period was the four hour anneal. This anneal took place in Tube 5B at
650'C in an N2 atmosphere. Typically a higher temperature anneal would have been used,
however due to the thermal budget limit imposed by the TPV application of the filter, it
was decided to run the anneal at 650 C. The complete dielectric stack was produced by
repeating the steps described above a further four times.
3.3.2.3 Fabrication of the anti-reflection layer
In Chapter 2 we described the theory underpinning anti-reflection coatings (ARCs), and
their use in reducing the pass-band ripple in dielectric stack filters. To experimentally eval-
uate the performance of the dielectric stack filter with and without an ARC, a number of
9 Sccm stands for Standard Cubic Centimeters per Minute. Where "Standard" means referenced to 0
degrees Celsius and 760 Torr
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the filters fabricated using LPCVD were modified to incorporate an ARC. This modifica-
tion was made by reducing the optical thickness of the surface layer of the structure to one
half that of the interior layers. This was achieved by etching the 3900 A thick SiO 2 sur-
face layer until it was 1950 A thick. Because thickness control is very important, the etch
mechanism needs to be controllable. This means that a mechanical etch technique needs
to be employed as opposed to a buffered HF etch, for example, which is far less controllable.
It was decided to use an Applied Materials AME 5000 plasma etching system to produce
the ARC on the dielectric stack filter. This system etches SiO2 using CF 4 and CHF3 based
plasmas, with a nominal etch rate for SiO 2 of 22 A/s. However as was the case with the
LPCVD system, a calibration run was carried out, and it identified the actual etch rate of
the system as 20.6 A/s. Based on this rate a 95 s etch was used to remove one half of the
surface SiO 2 layer, producing the ARC on the dielectric stack filter samples.
3.4 Structural Characterization of LPCVD Deposited Di-
electric Stack Filter
In order to evaluate the performance of LPCVD as a means of fabricating Si/Si0 2 based
dielectric stack filters, the deposited structures were carefully characterized. As was the
case with the e-beam deposited stacks, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to
study the cross-sections of the LPCVD dielectric stack filters. The SEM sample preparation
used was the same as that described for the e-beam samples.
Fig. 3.6 shows a cross section of one of the ten layer dielectric stack filters fabricated using
LPCVD. In this image the SiO2 appears as the darker strata while the Si appears as the
lighter strata. Since the filter was deposited on a Si substrate it is impossible to distinguish
the first Si layer in the dielectric stack from the substrate, however the other four Si layers
are clearly visible. The thickness uniformity of these Si layers is excellent, and the thickness
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corresponds well to the ideal thickness of 1700 A. Furthermore, neglecting the damage on
the top layer caused by the sample preparation, the SiO 2 layers also appear to be very
uniform and their thickness also matches their target thickness of 3900 A. By contrasting
Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.6, one can see the superior thickness control offered by the LPCVD
system compared to the e-beam system when depositing layers of the SiO 2 .
0.3.1 mSi2 
J
Si
Figure 3.6: Scanning electron micrograph of ten layer dielectric stack filter fabricated using LPCVD. The
desired thickness of the SiO 2 layer is 0.39 tim.
SEM analysis was also used to study the structure of the dielectric stack filters which
were altered to incorporate an ARC. Fig. 3.7 shows a cross section of one such filter. The
alteration to the surface SiO2 layer is clearly visible when compared to Fig. ??. The ARC
layer thickness corresponds well with its target thickness of 1950 A, and furthermore the
ARC's thickness appears uniform across the filter surface, indicating that the AME 5000 is
a suitable system for the production of such ARC's.
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Figure 3.7: Scanning electron micrograph of ten layer dielectric stack filter incorporating an anti-reflection
coating.
3.4.1 Conclusions regarding dielectric stack filter fabrication using LPCVD
The physical analysis of the dielectric stack structures fabricated using LPCVD lead to
several conclusions regarding the method's suitable for such an application. The first con-
clusion is that very accurate deposition of both Si and SiO 2 layers is possible using LPCVD.
The cross-substrate uniformity of the deposited dielectric layers is also very good, suggesting
the technique offers extremely homogenous deposition. Furthermore, the optical properties
of the dielectric films produced using this technique are near ideal [43].
There are some less desirable characteristics associated with LPCVD. The fact that the
process takes place at relatively high temperatures makes the system more difficult to in-
tegrate into the production process of a TPV system. The process is also relatively slow,
especially when compared to PVD fabrication techniques. However, these disadvantages
are outweighed by the advantages LPCVD offers over e-beam deposition, making LPCVD
the preferred option for dielectric stack filter fabrication.
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Chapter 4
Spectral Characterization
IN ORDER to evaluate the spectral performance of the dielectric stack filter samples,
whose fabrication using both PVD and CVD techniques is described in Chapter 3, a
comprehensive series of spectral characterization measurements were carried out. Chapter 4
presents these measurements and details how the spectral performance of the fabricated di-
electric stack filter samples was established using these measurements.
Particular attention is paid to highlighting the practical issues which arose during the
testing of the fabricated samples, and to explaining how these issues were addressed. This
chapter also provides some initial comparative analysis between the spectral performance of
the fabricated filter samples and the spectral performance predicted by the simulated mod-
els of these fabricated structures. Throughout the chapter, references will be made to the
transmittance and reflectance characteristics of the dielectric stack filters. However, for the
most part the results that will be presented are based on reflectance measurements. This
is simply due to practical considerations, particularly the limitations of the experimental
apparatus being used.
4.1 Experimental background and measurement setup
The spectral characterization of the quarter wave dielectric stack filter structures, fabri-
cated using both PVD and CVD techniques involved measuring the reflectance (R) and
transmittance (T) characteristics of the samples across the near-infrared wavelength range.
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Equation (4.1) describes the relationship between the reflectance and transmittance of elec-
tromagnetic waves at an ideal dielectric interface.
1 = R + T (4.1)
This equation simply states that when radiation is incident on such an ideal interface, the
sum of the reflected and transmitted radiation at the interface must equal the incident
radiation [411. This concept can be expanded to apply to an ideal dielectric stack filter,
since such a stack is simply a periodic set of ideal dielectric interfaces. Based on this
relationship, the spectral performance of an ideal dielectric stack filter structure can be
completely characterized by measuring either the reflectance or the transmittance of the
structure and simply extrapolating the other characteristic from the measured one.
4.1.1 Effects of non-ideal material properties
The design and analysis of the quarter wave dielectric stack filters presented in Chapter 2
assumed that the dielectric materials being used were ideal. However, for the physical
analysis being described in this chapter, it is not possible to assume that the dielectric
stack filters are ideal structures and so one cannot assume that (4.1) is completely valid in
all cases. The materials used to fabricate the filter samples may have non-ideal properties.
In particular, the permittivity of the dielectric materials used to fabricated the filter may
be complex. This has an impact on the propagation of radiation through the dielectric
materials. The dispersion relation of a dielectric material, given by (4.2) and derived in [42]
relates the spacial and temporal frequencies of an electromagnetic wave in such a material.
Here, k represents the wavenumber, u represents the frequency, Ao, the permeability of free
space, and e, the permittivity of the dielectric material.
k2 W2 oC (4.2)
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In the case of a real dielectric material such as Si, the permittivity, e, will have both a real
and imaginary component, and accordingly, k, the wavenumber will also have a real and
imaginary component as described by equation: 4.3.
k = k' - jk" (4.3)
Equation (4.4) describes an electromagnetic wave propagating in the positive x direction
through a dielectric material with a complex wavenumber k.
E(x, t) = Eoe-k X cos(k'x - wt) (4.4)
Because of the complex wavenumber, the magnitude of the wave described in (4.4) will
attenuate as it propagates through the dielectric material, and the rate of attenuation will
depend on the magnitude of k". Therefore at any point in the material, the transmitted
radiative power will equal the incident radiative power at the dielectric boundary, minus the
reflected radiative power at the boundary, minus the radiative power absorbed up to that
point in the dielectric layer due to the complex permittivity. In order to more accurately
represent the propagation of radiation across a dielectric boundary, and through a non-
ideal dielectric layer, the form of (4.1) is altered to account for absorption, represented by
a, resulting in (4.5).
1 = R + T + a (4.5)
Quantifying the magnitude of absorption in the dielectric stack filters, whose fabrication
is described in Chapter 3 is important. This importance lies in the fact that for TPV
applications, the transmittance of the dielectric stack filters in the pass-band needs to be
very high, as does the reflectance in the stop-band and any significant levels of absorption
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in the filters would impact negatively on this transmittance and reflectance performance.
4.1.2 Measurement of dielectric constants of Si and SiO 2
To establish the amount of absorption in the fabricated dielectric stack filter samples, the
complex refractive indices of the Si and SiO2 layers were measured. The refractive index
of a material is defined in [421, and is related to the permittivity of the material by (4.6),
where e is the complex permittivity of the dielectric material and Eo is the permittivity of
free-space.
2 C 2 f' _E,(n - jK)2 - C - E (4.6)
The real part of the refractive index is denoted by n, while the imaginary part is denoted by
K. The complex refractive index varies with frequency and at wavelengths where K is non-
zero, absorption will occur. The magnitude of this absorption is calculated by evaluating
k", the imaginary component of the wavenumber using the measured complex refractive
indices. From (4.2) and (4.6) we can write the dispersion relation as follows:
(k' - jk")2 = W2to (E' _ jE") = W2 toco (n - jK) 2  (4.7)
and from this equation, k is found by equating the imaginary parts of the expression:
k = w ,aoeoK (4.8)
To evaluate the level of absorption within the fabricated dielectric stack filter structures, and
to compare the optical quality of the Si and SiO 2 layers, the complex refractive indices of
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both materials in the filter samples we produced were measured and compared to accepted
reference values [43]. The measurement of the complex refractive indices was carried out
using a Sopra GES5 UV-VIS-IR spectroscopic ellipsometer. This system has an operational
range of 0.25 - 2pm. Fig. 4.1 shows the results of these measurements for both Si and SiO 2
superimposed on the reference values.
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Figure 4.1: Measured and reference values of the complex refractive indices of Si and SiO 2.
The measured complex refractive index values for both Si and SiO 2 match the reference
values closely indicating that the LPCVD deposition process produces high quality dielectric
films, which of course highlights the suitability of the LPCVD fabrication process for filter
growth applications. The n and K results for SiO 2 are particularly good. The fact that the
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K values are zero across the wavelength range indicates that there will be no absorption at
all in the SiO 2 layers of the filter. The refractive index of Si is slightly more dynamic in the
wavelength range of interest for TPV applications. The n component matches the expected
value very well but the measured K component is slightly higher than the reference values.
This result means that the Si layers in the filter will have a slightly higher absorption
coefficient than crystalline Si, resulting in less transmittance in the pass-bands of the filters
at wavelengths where K is sufficiently large. Fortunately, for the majority of the spectrum of
interest for TPV applications, K is indeed small enough not to cause appreciable absorption
in the Si layers of the dielectric stack filter. Therefore, for the analysis presented in this
chapter we will assume that the fabricated dielectric stack filters behave as if they are
fabricated from ideal dielectric material.
4.1.3 Experimental setup
In order to characterize the filtering performance of the fabricated quarter wave dielectric
stack filters, it was necessary to carry out reflectance and transmittance measurements on
the filter samples. Carrying out such measurements requires the use of a spectrophotometer.
This instrument operates by measuring relative amounts of radiative flux as a function of
wavelength. To accomplish this the output from the instrument's broadband source is split
into two chopped beams, which are focused on two identical detectors. One beam serves as
the reference beam while the second serves as the sample beam. The system then quantifies
the reflectance and transmittance of the test sample by analyzing the sample beam relative
to the reference beam. The measurements reported in Chapter 4 were carried out using
a Varian Cary 5E UV-Vis-NIR Dual-Beam Spectrophotometer. The effective wavelength
range of the Cary 5E is 0.8 - 3.3,pm, using a tungsten-halide broadband source and a lead-
sulfide photo-detector.
Using the Cary 5E to measure the reflectance and transmittance of the quarter wave di-
electric stack filter samples required the use of two distinct measurement setups within
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the spectrophotometer's sample compartment. The transmittance measurement setup is
straightforward and is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The filter (on its Si substrate) is placed directly
in the path of the sample beam of the spectrophotometer and as the source scans across
the wavelength range of the instrument the radiation which passes through the test sample
(including substrate) is measured by the photo-detector. This signal is then compared to
the reference signal, from which the transmittance characteristic is directly determined.
Transmittance
Measurement Setup
Source Detector
Reference Beam
Dielectric Stack
Filter Sample
Sample Beam
Figure 4.2: Transmittance measurement setup in Cary 5E spectrophotometer.
The measurement of the reflectance characteristics of the quarter wave dielectric stack sam-
ples requires a more complex setup. A spectral reflectance accessory (SRA) supplied with
the Cary 5E is used to carry out these measurements. For this measurement it is neces-
sary for the sample to be rotated by ninety degrees within the sample compartment. This
arrangement allows the photo-detector to measure the normal reflectance of the sample as
shown in Fig. 4.3. Unlike transmittance measurements, reflectance measurements can also
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be taken at grazing angles of incidence. These measurements are taken using an acces-
sory known as the VASRA, or variable angle spectral reflectance accessory. This accessory
operates on the same principle as the basic SRA and allows reflectance measurements be
be taken at angles of incidence ranging from twenty degrees off-normal to seventy degrees
off-normal.
For both the transmittance and reflectance measurements described above, the spectropho-
tometer was calibrated using reflectance and transmittance baselines. These calibrations
were required because the spectrophotometer is an instrument which takes relative mea-
surements as opposed to absolute measurements. The 100% transmittance baseline was
established by carrying out a transmittance scan with no sample in the instrument. Dur-
ing this procedure the sample beam detector establishes the source's output across the
wavelength range and this output is then interpreted as equal to 100% transmittance.
The 0% baseline was established by blocking the sample beam from entering the sample
compartment. Doing this allows the sample beam detector to establish the level of back-
ground noise in the compartment, in turn allowing the 0% baseline to be identified.
A front-side coated gold mirror was used to establish the 100% baseline for all the reflectance
measurements. Gold was used since it has a very high and flat reflectance characteristic in
the near-infrared wavelength range. The 0% baseline for the reflectance measurements was
established using the same approach as with the transmittance baseline.
4.2 Spectral characterization of PVD fabricated dielectric
stack filter
In Chapter 3 the two methods used to fabricate quarter wave dielectric stack filter structures
for experimental investigation are described. The first method used to fabricate these struc-
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Reflectance Measurement
Setup
Source Detector
Reference Beam
Reflectance
Accessory
Sample Beam
Dielectric Stack
Filter Sample
Figure 4.3: Reflectance measurement setup in Cary 5E spectrophotometer using a spectral reflectance
accessory.
tures is know as electron-beam evaporation, and is categorized as a PVD technique. The
physical characterization of the filter produced using this technique is detailed in Chapter 3,
and highlights the fact that it is extremely difficult to use e-beam evaporation to deposit
a highly controlled thickness of SiO 2 . This knowledge alone suggested that the spectral
characteristics of the e-beam deposited filter would not correspond well to the spectral per-
formance of the filter design predicted by the simulations described in Chapter 2. However,
to confirm this assumption and highlight the need for using a more accurate fabrication
technique the spectral characteristics of the e-beam fabricated quarter wave dielectric stack
structure were measured and compared to the predicted spectral performance.
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4.2.1 Measurement of PVD filter's reflectance characteristic
In order to confirm that the spectral characteristics of the e-beam deposited quarter wave
dielectric stack filter were not acceptable, the reflectance of the structure was measured using
the Cary 5E spectrophotometer and its SRA accessory described in the previous section. It
was decided to measure the structure's reflectance because any roughness on the back-side
of the Si substrate upon which the filter was deposited would not affect the accuracy of
a reflectance measurement. The reflectance characteristic of the e-beam deposited quarter
wave dielectric stack was measured from 0.8 - 3.3pm. This measurement was taken using
the gold baseline detailed in section: 3.1.3 and the result is shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Measured reflectance characteristic of e-beam deposited dielectric stack filter.
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4.2.2 Analysis of PVD filter's spectral performance
To fully analyze the results of the reflectance measurement shown in Fig. 4.4, the measured
characteristic must be compared to the characteristic predicted by the simulations detailed
in Chapter 2. Fig. 4.5 shows the simulated reflectance superimposed upon the measured
reflectance. This plot illustrates the non-idealities present in the reflectance characteristic
of the fabricated structure. As stated in Chapter 2, a filter being used for TPV appli-
cations needs to meet two critical criteria. The first is a sharp pass-band to stop-band
transition and very low pass-band reflectance (i.e. at wavelengths shorter than the wave-
length corresponding to Acriticai, the electronic bandgap of the PV diode). In the case of a
GaSb diode this wavelength is 1.78pm. The second criterion is extremely high stop-band
reflectance. It is clear in Fig. 4.5 that the simulated performance of the filter design meets
these requirements. Unfortunately the performance of the e-beam deposited filter does not.
1 5 2
Wavelength (m)
2.5
x 10 4
Figure 4.5: Comparison between the measured and simulated performance
electric stack filter.
of the e-beam fabricated di-
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In particular, the reflectance characteristic of the quarter wave dielectric stack filter fails to
meet the required performance in the following areas. At wavelengths shorter than Acritical
the filter's reflectance does drop, meaning that the filter does transmit useful radiation to
the PV diode. However, this drop is not significant enough to be deemed acceptable. This
is because the reflectance is highly oscillatory, which reduces the useful photon flux being
passed by the filter to the PV diode, thus reducing the overall output power density of the
TPV system. At wavelengths longer than Agap, where the reflectance should be very high,
the e-beam fabricated structure also under-performs. In particular, in the region from 1.8 -
2.5pm the reflectance is not at the desired 100% level, resulting in a significant amount of low
energy photons passing through the filter structure and on to the PV diode. These photons
are not convertible to electricity in the PV diode and are dissipated as heat. Should a TPV
system use this filter, the transmittance of below bandgap electrons to the PV diode would
result in a significant reduction in the system's conversion efficiency. Furthermore the poor
pass-band performance would result in low power density. Therefore, based on both the
results of the physical and spectral characterization of the e-beam deposited quarter wave
dielectric stack filter, we conclude that e-beam evaporation is not a particularly suitable
technique for the fabrication of multi-layer Si/SiO2 filters.
4.3 Spectral characterization of CVD fabricated dielectric
stack filters
The difficulties encountered during the fabrication of quarter wave dielectric stack filters
using the e-beam evaporation technique and the subsequent poor spectral performance of
these filters illustrates the need to identify a more effective means of fabricating multi-
layer filters. Chapter 3 discusses the fabrication of filters using chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). The results of the physical characterization of the quarter wave dielectric stack
filter samples fabricated using this technique are also presented in Chapter 3. These results
are significantly better than those for the PVD case. In particular, they indicate that the
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CVD technique deposits layers of SiO 2 with much greater accuracy than e-beam evapo-
ration does. This accuracy allows the spectral characteristics of a CVD fabricated filter
to be measured and compared to the simulated spectral characteristics, knowing that the
fabricated structure corresponds accurately to the simulated structure.
4.3.1 Spectral characterization of the basic quarter wave filter without
an ARC
As described in Chapter 3, two distinct quarter wave dielectric stack filter designs were fab-
ricated using CVD. In order to completely characterize the spectral performance of these
samples a series of measurements was carried out. The majority of these measurements were
reflectance measurements since this allows the spectrophotometer to measure off-normal in-
cident characteristics, something it cannot do in transmittance mode.
The basic ten layer (HL) 5 quarter wave filter without an ARC was the first CVD sam-
ple to be tested. The normal incidence reflectance of the filter (deposited on a Si substrate)
was measured from 0.8 pm to 3.3 pm using the set up shown in Fig. 4.3. The normal
incidence transmittance of this sample was also measured over the same wavelength range
and the results of both these measurements are shown in Fig. 4.6. These initial results were
much better than the initial PVD results. Qualitatively the measured spectral characteris-
tics of the filter correspond relatively well with the simulation predictions. Specifically, the
filter's pass-band is correctly positioned, the pass-band to stop-band transition is sharp and
the stop-band has extremely high reflectance. However, from a quantitative point of view
the measured characteristics still deviates from the predicted performance in the pass-band.
The second transmittance trace in Fig. 4.6 illustrates the predicted transmittance of the
basic (HL) 5 quarter wave filter structure. The most striking difference between that char-
acteristic and the measured transmittance of the (HL) 5 sample lies in the performance of
the pass-band. While both the simulated and the measured characteristics have oscillatory
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pass-bands, the peak of the measured transmittance characteristic is much
peak of the simulated characteristic.
Reflectance of a (HL)5 quarter wave stack on a Si substrate
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Figure 4.6: Initial reflectance and transmittance measurements for the basic ten layer quarter wave di-
electric stack sample fabricated using CVD along with the simulated transmittance characteristic.
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A large part of the reason that the measured transmittance is lower than the predicted trans-
mittance is due to what is known as substrate effect. This effect fundamentally changes the
filter characteristic being measured using the spectrophotometer and means that no direct
comparison can be made between the simulated filter performance and actual measured
data.
The simulations predict the transmittance of the quarter wave filter only. However, it is only
possible for physical measurements to be made when the quarter wave filter is deposited
on a substrate. Therefore when taking the physical measurements the spectrophotometer
measures the transmittance or reflectance of the quarter wave filter and the Si substrate
together rather than simply that of the quarter wave filter. When simulating the filter's
reflectance and transmittance it is assume that the quarter wave filter is deposited on an
infinite substrate. This assumption means that radiation which passes through the filter
does not see any further dielectric boundaries. However, during actual measurements the
radiation which passes through the quarter wave filter structure only propagates through
a 500 pm thick Si substrate. As stated earlier in this chapter the Si substrates being used
in this project are relatively transparent to radiation for wavelengths longer than 1 pm.
Therefore, since much of the radiation which passes through the quarter wave filter struc-
ture is not absorbed in the Si substrate, it will see a dielectric boundary at the back-side
of the substrate and some reflection will occur. The following section discusses how the
performance of the thin film filter structures being studied in this thesis can be extracted
from the measurements taken using the spectrophotometer.
4.3.2 Spectrophotometer measurement correction technique
As outlined above, it is not possible to directly measure the transmittance or reflectance
of the quarter wave dielectric stack structures being investigated in this thesis. The only
option available for testing these structures is to fabricate the filters on a substrate and
then measure the characteristics of the combined structure. The performance of the filters
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alone can then be extracted from the measured data if enough information regarding the
substrate is available. Fig. 4.7 illustrates what happens when radiation is incident upon the
filter/substrate system. The behavior illustrated here forms the framework from which it
is possible to extract the filter's stand alone performance.
Incident Radiation
nsi no
RS (-) Transmitted
Radiation
Reflected (1-R,)RbRadiation
(1-RS) 2 Rb2
(1-R,)RR b2
(1-R )2Rs(1-Rs)Rs2Rb 2
(1-RO)
(1-Rs)R, 2Rb3
(1 -RS) 2RsRb
Filter Stack Si Substrate
Figure 4.7: Illustration of the internal reflections which occur within the Si substrate during transmittance
and reflectance testing using a spectrophotometer.
This discussion will focus on extracting the reflectance characteristic of a filter from the
measured reflectance of the filter/substrate system using an approach based on geometric
optics. Consider the radiation incident upon the filter/substrate system shown in Fig. 4.7.
The incident beam experiences wavelength dependent reflectance at the front side of the
filter/substrate system due to the filter. The radiation which is reflected at that interface
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represents the actual reflectance of the filter. The radiation which passes through the filter
represents the filter's true transmittance. However, assuming no absorption takes place in
the substrate, the radiation transmitted through the filter will experience some reflection
at the substrate's back-side. The reflected radiation then propagates back to the filter side
where it again experiences wavelength dependent reflection. Some of this radiation will
not be reflected and will pass through the filter. This radiation will add to the radiation
already reflected due to the reflectance of the filter. This pattern continues and forms an
infinite series of reflected and transmitted components, which result in it not being possible
to directly measure the filter's reflectance. Fortunately, the magnitude of the reflected
components falls rapidly as their order increases. Therefore, assuming no absorption, the
reflectance measured during the testing of the filter/substrate system can be represented
by a summation of the low order reflectance components as in (4.9).
Rmeas = Rfilter + (1 - Rfilter)2 Rs + (1 - Rfilter) 2 R 2Rfiter
(4.9)
+(I - Rfilter) 2R Riter
Here Rmeas represents the measured reflectance, Rfilter represents the actual reflectance of
the quarter wave dielectric stack filter and R, represents the reflectance at the boundary be-
tween Si and free-space at the back-side of the substrate. By solving (4.9) using a geometric
series method, Rfilter can be found and is given in (4.10).
Rfilter = Rmeas - Rs (4.10)
1 + RmeasRs - 2Rs
This result is slightly simplistic and does not take into account some important issues, espe-
cially substrate absorption. However, it is useful as an illustrative example of how the filter's
performance can be extracted from the measured data. Furthermore, the basic validity of
the analysis is confirmed by setting R, equal to zero. This results in the filter's reflectance
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equalling the measured reflectance, which is representative of the case of a measurement
taken from a filter deposited on an infinite substrate.
To be able to accurately decouple the reflectance of the quarter wave dielectric stack filters
from the reflectance measurements of the filter/substrate samples, the analysis presented
above needs to be extended. In particular, the issue of radiation being absorbed in the
substrate needs to be included in any correction scheme because, as stated earlier the Si
substrates being used are not ideal. The affects of absorption are significant when extract-
ing the quarter wave dielectric stack filter's performance from the measured data. If no
absorption occurs in the substrate, the measured reflectance has several higher order com-
ponents, whereas if absorption is dominant, all the incident radiation initially transmitted
through the filter will be absorbed in the substrate before it reaches the backside and is
reflected, resulting in the measured reflectance of the filter/substrate system being equal to
the actual reflectance of the filter alone. For cases where absorption is neither negligible
or dominant the equation used to extract the filter's reflectance from the measured data
needs to include the effect of absorption. Doing this results in (4.9) being altered to the
form given in (4.11).
Rmeas = Rfiter + (1 - Rfiter)2Rse- 2ax(1 + RsRfiltere-2ax + R2Ritere 4 ax) (4.11)
Here e represents the attenuation which propagating radiation experiences due to ab-
sorption over the width of the Si substrate. Equation (4.11) can be solved to find Rfilter as
follows.
Rmeas - Rse-2ax
Rfi1ter = + RmeasRse-2ax - 2Rse- 2 ax (4.12)
A degree of confidence regarding the correctness of (4.12) can be assessed by examining the
equation's behavior at two extreme limits. In the first case, if there is no absorption, (4.12)
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simply reduces to (4.10). In the second case, when absorption is very strong the right hand
side of (4.12) simply becomes Rmeas, meaning that the measured performance equals the
filter's performance. A more detailed discussion on the technique described above for ex-
tracting the reflectance characteristics of a thin-film structure from that of a filter/substrate
system can be found in (7]. This text also derives the result described above using a thin-
film optics method.
A two stage process was used to extract the reflectance characteristics of the quarter wave
dielectric stack filters being studied in this thesis from the measured reflectance character-
istics of the fabricated filter/substrate samples. The first step was the measurement of the
reflectance and transmittance characteristics of the Si substrate atop which the dielectric
stack filters were deposited. This data was then used to determine the wavelength depen-
dant reflectance and absorptance of the substrate using the theory described in section 2.5
of [7]. The second step was substituting the values for the Si substrate's reflectance and
absorptance along with the measured filter/substrate reflectance data into (4.12) to yield
the filter's stand alone reflectance. The MATLAB code which was used to carry out these
steps is given in Appendix C.
4.3.3 Corrected reflectance measurements of the basic CVD deposited
quarter wave dielectric stack filter
Once the method described above for extracting the reflectance characteristics of a thin-
film filter from the measured reflectance of a filter/substrate system was developed, the
method was applied to the measured basic quarter wave (HL) 5 filter data. The corrected
measurements correspond much better with the simulated reflectance of the (HL) 5 filter
than the uncorrected data does. To illustrate this the simulated reflectance characteristics
is superimposed upon the corrected measured data in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Measured and simulated normal incidence reflectance characteristics of the basic (HL)' quarter
wave dielectric stack filter. The measured data is corrected using the process described in section 4.3.2.
A basic comparison of the normal incidence reflectance characteristic of the fabricated
quarter wave dielectric stack filter with that of the simulated characteristic highlights the
excellent performance of the fabricated structure. As before the stop-band performance is
good and the stop-band to pass-band transition is sharp. However, even more encouraging
is the correlation between the actual and predicted pass-band performance. To further in-
vestigate the performance of the fabricated (HL) 5 filter, its reflectance characteristics were
also measured at angles of 200, 300, 400 and 50' off-normal for both TE and TM polariza-
tions. The corrected reflectance characteristics of the fabricated filter at these angles and
polarizations are shown in Figs. 4.9 - 4.12. The TE and TM reflectance measurements were
taken across slightly narrower wavelength ranges than the normal incidence measurements.
Specifically, the TE measurements were taken from 0.8 pm to 3.0 pm and the TM mea-
surements were taken from 0.8 pm to 3.2 pm. This was due to the range limitations of the
Glan-Taylor polarizer being used in the measurement setup.
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The results of the off-normal incidence measurements correlate well with what the theo-
retical analysis predicts the structure's behavior should be. In the TE case, there is only a
slight degradation in the stop-band performance of the fabricated (HL) 5 filter from that at
normal incidence as the incident angle is increased. However, the pass-band performance
degrades from the normal case progressively as the incident angle becomes more glancing.
In the TM case the situation is slightly different. As the incident angle increases, the filter's
stop-band narrows. However, the reflectivity does remain extremely high within this nar-
rowing stop-band. In the pass-band, the incident angle has little effect on the reflectance
up to 50' off-normal. These results confirm that the CVD fabrication technique is suitable
for fabricating dielectric stack filters. However, the analysis also illustrates that the basic
(HL) 5 structure does not provide a very ideal filtering due to the significant oscillations in
the pass-band of its filtering characteristic. In Chapter 2 the design of a modified quarter
wave dielectric stack filter design is discussed. This structure incorporates an anti-reflection
coating (ARC) which reduces pass-band oscillation. The spectral characterization of this
filter is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.9: The corrected TE reflectance of the (HL) 5 filter for incident angles of 200 and 300.
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Figure 4.10: The corrected TE reflectance of the (HL)5 filter for incident angles of 400 and 50*.
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Figure 4.11: The corrected TM reflectance of the (HL)5 filter for incident angles of 200 and 300.
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Figure 4.12: The corrected TM reflectance of the (HL)' filter for incident angles of 400 and 50'.
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4.3.4 Corrected reflectance measurements of the CVD fabricated modi-
fied quarter wave dielectric stack filter
The theoretical analysis presented in Chapter 2 illustrates how the performance of a basic
quarter wave dielectric stack filter can be significantly improved by modifying the design
to incorporate an ARC. This modification is specifically targeted at reducing the filter's
pass-band ripple. The fabrication of the modified filter design is detailed in Chapter 3.
As was the case with the (HL) 5 filter, the spectral characterization of the modified filter
was carried out using the Cary 5E spectrophotometer. The measurements carried out on
the modified quarter wave dielectric stack filter were the same as those carried out on the
(HL) 5 filter and included the filter's normal reflectance and its off-normal reflectance. A
plot of the measured normal incidence reflectance of the modified filter deposited upon a Si
substrate is shown in Fig. 4.13. As with the (HL) 5 filter case, the measured performance of
the modified quarter wave filter is affected by the substrate effect. The same method used
for the (HL) 5 filter was used to extract the actual spectral performance of the modified
filter from the measured data.
The corrected normal incidence reflectance characteristic of the modified filter is plotted
in Fig. 4.14. This result indicates that at normal incidence the performance of the mod-
ified quarter wave filter is significantly better than that of the (HL) 5 filter. In particular
the integrated ARC dramatically suppresses the pass-band oscillations resulting in a much
more ideal filtering characteristic. The corrected off-normal reflectance characteristics of
the modified filter are plotted in Figs. 4.15 - 4.18.
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Figure 4.15: The corrected TE reflectance of the modified quarter wave filter for incident angles of 200
and 30'.
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The off-normal reflectance characteristics of the modified quarter wave filter shown in the
previous figures follow the same pattern as the corresponding characteristics of the (HL) 5
filter. In the TE case, the stop-band remains wide across the angle range and the pass-
band degrades as the incident angle increases. However, the level of this degradation is
not as severe as that in the case of the basic filter. In the TM case the modified filter
again follows a pattern similar to that of the basic filter. The stop-band narrows as the
angle of incidence increases, without the pass-band performance being significantly affected.
A comprehensive analysis of the measured spectral characteristics presented in this chapter
is given in Chapter 5. Particular emphasis is placed on comparing the simulated perfor-
mance of the filter designs to the actual measured performance.
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Analysis and Conclusions
T HE preceding chapters of this thesis document the design, fabrication and testingof two spectral control components for use in thermophotovoltaic power conversion
systems. Both designs use the properties of quarter wave dielectric stacks to implement
filtering. The first design is a basic quarter wave dielectric stack filter made up of five
fundamental periods. Each of these periods is formed from one layer of Si and one layer
of SiO 2 , resulting in the complete stack having ten layers. The second design is a modified
version of the first in which the thickness of the surface layer of the stack is made equal to
one half the optical thickness of the standard layers.
The fabrication of physical samples of both of these designs is documented in Chapter 3,
and the measurement and characterization of the spectral performance of these samples is
presented in Chapter 4. The first section of this concluding chapter presents the signifi-
cant conclusions which were drawn from the work documented in the first three chapters of
this thesis. This includes the conclusions drawn solely from the simulation data generated
during the theoretical analysis and design phase of the work, and the practical conclusions
arrived at during the fabrication phase of the project. The second section then compares
the measured spectral performance of the fabricated filter samples to the theoretically pre-
dicted performance. Analyzing these comparisons allows for comprehensive conclusions to
be drawn on whether or not the fabricated filters meet the specifications which were set out
in Chapter 2 for spectral control components in TPV systems.
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5.1 Analysis: Filter design and fabrication
5.1.1 Filter design and simulation
As stated in Chapter 1, several different approaches may be taken in order to implement
spectral control in a TPV power conversion system. This thesis has focused on the spectral
control potential of thin-film filters deposited directly on the front-side of a TPV system's
PV diodes. Chapter 2 discusses how multi-layer dielectric stacks can be used to form such
filters. Two specific designs were explored as part of this work. The first was a basic ten
layer quarter wave dielectric stack. The simulated normal incidence transmittance of this
filter is plotted in Fig. 2.8. This simulated transmittance characteristic has some positive
and some negative features. On the positive side, the predicted stop-band performance is
excellent, and the stop-band to pass-band transition is very sharp. However, other aspects
of the characteristic are less ideal, the most significant being the highly oscillatory nature of
the transmittance in the pass-band. Should a filter with this characteristic be implemented
in a TPV system, the pass-band oscillations would translate into a significant reduction in
the power density of the system compared to a system using an ideal filter.
The second filter design explored is a modified version of the basic quarter wave stack.
The modifications involve altering the thickness of the surface layers of the basic dielectric
stack structure such that the impedance of the filter structure is better matched to that of
free-space and the PV diode. By reducing this impedance mismatch, the filter's pass-band
ripple is reduced, resulting in more ideal filtering. The simulated normal incidence trans-
mittance of the modified quarter wave filter design is shown in Fig. 2.9. This transmittance
characteristic is a significant improvement on the predicted transmittance of the basic filter
design. The improvement lies in the pass-band where the oscillations present in the basic
filter case have been almost completely eliminated. The magnitude of the performance
improvement achieved with the modified quarter wave filter was quantified in Chapter 2,
where it is calculated that the modified filter transmits 20% more convertible radiation than
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does the basic design.
Therefore, based on the theoretical analysis of the two filter designs, it was concluded
that the basic quarter wave filter design is not the preferred method for TPV spectral
control applications. The modified quarter wave filter design, which is not more difficult
to fabricate, provides superior spectral control and is therefore preferred for use in TPV
applications.
5.1.2 Filter fabrication
Chapter 3 of this thesis documents the two techniques used to fabricate physical samples
of the two dielectric stack filter designs. Electron-beam evaporation was the first of these
technique to be evaluated. Initially, this technique was enthusiastically investigated due to
the fact that it is a relatively simple and widely used technology, has a high deposition rate
and is relatively inexpensive. Unfortunately, the physical characterization of filter samples
produced using e-beam evaporation highlighted that it is very difficult to accurately de-
posit thin layers of SiO 2 using this technique. This inaccuracy results in severe problems
regarding filter quality and deposition repeatability. Ultimately this limitation means that
even with the most careful preparation, e-beam deposition is not capable of producing high
quality filter samples without extensive and, from a practical point of view, excessive, cali-
bration.
The second fabrication technique is known as low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD).
The fabrication of filter samples using LPCVD is a significantly more complicated process
than the fabrication of filter samples using e-beam evaporation. The process is slower and
more expensive than the e-beam deposition. However, the LPCVD process has several over-
whelmingly positive features. The process deposits extremely accurate layers of both Si and
SiO 2 , which allows theoretical filter designs to be accurately fabricated. The process also
provides excellent deposition repeatability as documented in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the
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LPCVD process could be used for depositing filters en masse on the front-side of GaSb PV
diodes as part of a commercial TPV system production line. Therefore, it was concluded
that of the two techniques studied, LPCVD is the more suitable for fabricating dielectric
stack filters for TPV applications.
5.2 Analysis: Spectral performance of the dielectric stack
filter designs
5.2.1 The basic quarter wave dielectric stack filter
From the theoretical analysis carried out during the filter design process it was concluded
that the basic quarter wave filter design is not preferred for TPV spectral control appli-
cations. However, a physical sample of this basic design was fabricated using the LPCVD
technique in an effort to assess the performance of the fabrication technique. Once the
physical sample was fabricated, its spectral characteristics were measured. Due to certain
limitation in the spectrophotometer used to carry out the characterization, only the re-
flectance characteristics of the fabricated sample could be comprehensively measured. The
measured normal incidence reflectance of the quarter wave filter is plotted in Fig. 5.1. Su-
perimposed upon this measured characteristic is the theoretically predicted reflectance of
the basic design. As established earlier in this work, negligible absorption takes place in the
fabricated filter samples. This means that the transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) char-
acteristic of the filter sample could be related as follows: T = 1 - R. Therefore, given the
measured reflectance data it was possible to simply invoke the above relation to quantify the
filter's transmittance characteristic. Fig. 5.2 plots the normal incidence transmittance thus
determined, along with the filter's simulated normal incidence transmittance characteristic.
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Figure 5.1: Measured and simulated normal incidence reflectance characteristics of the basic quarter wave
dielectric stack filter.
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Figure 5.2: Extrapolated and simulated normal incidence transmittance characteristics of the basic quarter
wave dielectric stack filter.
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Comparing these measured and simulated characteristics indicates that the spectral perfor-
mance of the fabricated filter sample is very similar to the theoretically predicted perfor-
mance. The filter's measured stop-band performance is as good as its theoretically predicted
performance, and the measured stop-band to pass-band performance is also very sharp. In
the pass-band, the measured characteristic deviates in detail from the predicted character-
istic, however, the performance is still excellent. These results confirm the suitability of the
LPCVD fabrication technique.
5.2.2 The modified quarter wave dielectric stack filter
The theoretical analysis of the modified quarter wave filter design suggested that such a
filter would be suitable for spectral control in a TPV system. To establish the validity of
this analysis, the design was fabricated and the modified filter sample was characterized in
the same way as was the basic filter sample. The measured and simulated normal incidence
reflectance characteristics of the modified filter design are shown in Fig. 5.3.
Again since the transmittance of the filter sample could not be measured directly it was ex-
trapolated from the measured data assuming that the absorption in the filter was negligible.
The extrapolated and simulated normal incidence transmittance characteristics are plotted
in Fig. 5.4. The measured spectral performance of the modified quarter wave filter closely
matched the theoretically predicted performance. The normal incidence stop-band perfor-
mance is particularly good. The reflectance is extremely high and the measured stop-band
turns out to be slightly wider than in the simulated case. The measured characteristic also
has a very ideal stop-band to pass-band transition at about 1.78 Am, which corresponds
perfectly with what the filter's specifications called for.
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Figure 5.3: Measured and simulated normal incidence reflectance characteristics of the modified quarter
wave dielectric stack filter.
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Figure 5.4: Extrapolated and simulated normal incidence transmittance characteristics of the modified
quarter wave dielectric stack filter.
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Overall the measured normal incidence performance of the modified quarter wave filter in
the pass-band is a significant improvement on the basic filter case. In particular, there is
significantly less oscillation present in the pass-band of the modified design than in the pass-
band of the basic filter. The measured pass-band performance suggests that the modified
filter passes 15% more convertible radiation than the basic filter. However, the measured
characteristic does deviate from the theoretical characteristic in the pass-band. The differ-
ence is greatest at shorter wavelengths between 0.8 pm and 1.2 pm. Fortunately, since the
TPV system's 1500K thermal source emits relatively little radiation at these short wave-
lengths, the inferior performance can be tolerated.
At off-normal angles of incidence the performance of the fabricated filter sample also corre-
sponds relatively well with what the theoretical analysis predicted. In Chapter 2, Figs. 2.11 -
2.12 graph the theoretically predicted transmittance of the modified filter for angles ranging
from 0' - 90 off-normal at both TE and TM polarizations. The off-normal spectral perfor-
mance of the modified quarter wave filter sample was quantified by measuring the sample's
reflectance at 20', 300, 400 and 500 off-normal. The results of these measurements are pre-
sented in Chapter 4. The theoretical analysis predicted that in the TE case, as the angle of
incidence increased the pass-band performance would degrade and become more oscillatory,
while the stop-band performance would remain relatively unchanged. Figs. 4.15 and 4.16
illustrate the measured off-normal TE performance of the modified filter sample. The mea-
sured performance corresponds well with what the theory predicted. In the TM case, the
theoretical analysis predicted that the pass-band would be relatively insensitive to the inci-
dent angle. This was also confirmed by experimentation, the results of which are shown in
Figs. 4.17 and 4.18. The theoretical analysis also predicted that the filter's stop-band would
narrow at more acute incident angles, which was again confirmed through experimentation
and is clearly obvious in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18.
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5.2.3 Power density and efficiency estimation
The potential power density and efficiency of a TPV system using the modified quarter
wave filter as a spectral control component was estimated using the data measured during
the filter's spectral characterization. As is the case throughout this thesis, the TPV system
which was analyzed consisted of a blackbody thermal source operating at 1500K and a
GaSb PV diode. In the analysis it was assumed that the modified quarter wave filter was
directly deposited on the front-side of the PV diode. All the analysis was carried out using
the ideal TPV system thermodynamic model detailed in [30].
The power density and efficiency estimations were carried out for two cases. In the first case
it was assumed that all the radiation incident upon the filter was normal to the structure.
In the second case the angular dependance associated with the blackbody emitter being a
Lambertian source was included in the calculations. The power density of the GaSb PV
diode was calculated as the product of the theoretically convertible photon flux, the mea-
sured filter transmittance over the convertible wavelength range, the electron charge and the
applied voltage in accordance with the power density equation described in [30]. The results
of the calculations suggest that in case one, where only normal radiation is considered, a
power density of about 3.14 W/cm2 is achievable. This result is consistent with previous
estimates [2] and indicates that the spectral performance of the modified quarter wave filter
at normal incidence provides excellent power density. In the second case, where the filter's
off-normal incidence performance is also considered, the power density falls to 1.37 W/cm2 .
Although this is inferior to the first case it is still very acceptable. The MATLAB codes
used for the power density calculations are documented in Appendix D.
The TPV system's efficiency was estimated by calculating the ratio of the generated electri-
cal power to the net radiative power which passes through the filter. Again, using the system
model in [30], the efficiency in the normal incidence case was calculated to be around 27%.
As with the power density figures, the efficiency falls when angular dependance is taken
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into account. For this system the estimate for efficiency taking angular dependance into
account was 20%. These efficiency estimations are conservative. This is because the filter
transmittance data was only available over a limited wavelength range compared to the
range over which a 1500K blackbody emits appreciable power. In the efficiency calculations
it was assumed that all the emitted radiation with wavelengths longer than 3.3 Am was
passed by the filter. This radiation represents a loss in efficiency. However, the filter's sim-
ulated transmittance suggests that at longer wavelengths the filter is not transparent and
so this means that the system's conversion efficiency is actually higher than the calculations
here suggest. The MATLAB codes used for the efficiency calculations are documented in
Appendix D.
5.3 Conclusions
The first section of this thesis documents the design of a spectral component for TPV ap-
plications. The second section discusses the fabrication of the design and the third section
presents results of the spectral characterization of the fabricated samples and compares
these results to the results of spectral simulations. In each of these sections, important
conclusions were drawn and these will be reiterated here.
The design phase of the thesis research highlighted the need for any dielectric stack fil-
ter design to utilize dielectrics with as great a contrast in permittivity as possible, since this
maximizes the width of the filter's stop-band, and hence helps maximize the TPV system's
conversion efficiency. The design phase also highlighted the huge impact of using an anti-
reflection layer in the filter's design, by reducing pass-band ripple and thus increasing the
TPV system's power density. The fabrication section of the thesis explored the suitability
of both electron-beam evaporation and low pressure chemical vapor deposition for fabri-
cating filter samples. Of the two techniques, e-beam evaporation proved to be the simpler.
However, the quality of the filter samples produced using LPCVD was far superior. The
final section of the thesis documented the measured spectral performance of the dielectric
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stack filter designs. The performance of the fabricated basic quarter wave filter design
closely matched what its simulations predicted. Unfortunately, the design is fundamentally
limited by its poor pass-band performance and is not well suited for TPV spectral con-
trol applications. The measured spectral performance of the modified quarter wave filter
also closely matched its simulated performance. However, unlike the basic quarter wave
filter, the modified filter has acceptable pass-band performance, allowing it to be used as
an effective spectral control component in a TPV system.
5.4 Future work
The results of the work carried out as part of this thesis are very exciting and conclusively
demonstrate the potential which thin-film filter structures have for implementing spectral
control within TPV systems. However, the filters which were designed and tested were
discrete components. To fully evaluate their effectiveness and maximize their potential as
filtering components a detailed analysis of the expected efficiency and power density of a
TPV system using the filters needs to be carried out. To achieve this the filter designs need
to be integrated into an operational TPV energy conversion system and the system's effi-
ciency and power density then need to be quantified. Achieving this integration will require
that the Si/SiO 2 filter is deposited on a GaSb PV diode. This calls for the development of a
low temperature deposition process capable of accurately depositing the filter with exacting
dimensional control and within a very constrained thermal budget in order not to damage
the underlying PV diodes. The further optimization of the dielectric stack filter designs
presented in this thesis also warrants future work. The use of more exotic dielectric mate-
rials to increase the width of the filters stop-band is worthy of a more in depth study, as is
the issue of impedance matching which would further improve the pass-band performance
of the filter designs particularly at shorter wavelengths. Finally, within a more prolonged
time frame the benefits of dielectric stack filtering in conjunction with selective thermal
emitters as part of a more complete TPV spectral control solution should be explored.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Filter Transmittance Codes
A.1 Basic Dielectric Stack Filter Transmittance.m
%This code evaluates the transmittance and Reflectance of the
%basic quarter wave dialectric stack filter
clear all
%permitivity of free space
eO=8.854e-12;
%permeability of free space
muO=4*pi*10^-7; 10
%permitivity of SiO2
el=2.25*eO;
%permitivity of Si
e2=11.8*eO;
%permitivity of substrate (GaSb semiconductor cell)
eS=14.4*eO;
%refraction index for first medium defined for non-magnetic material 20
n1=sqrt(el/eO);
%refraction index for second medium defined for non-magnetic material
n2=sqrt(e2/eO);
%Dfinition of spectrum
lambda=0.8e-6:.2e-8:4.0e-6;
%SiO2 layer thickness
dl=0.00000039;
%Si layer thickness 30
d2=0.00000017;
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%Y defined for each material
YO=sqrt(eO/muO);
Y1 =sqrt(e0/mu0)*nl;
Y2=sqrt(eO/muO)*n2;
YS=sqrt(eS/mu);
%Optical thickness of SiO2 layer
hl=nl*dl; 40
%Optical thickness of Si layer
h2=n2*d2;
%Planck's constant
h= 6.6254*10^-34;
%Boltzmann's constant
k= 1.38049*10^-23;
%speed of light in vacuum
c= 3*10^8;
%temperature of emitter 50
T=1500;
%The for loop calculates the transmittance and reflectancefor all wave numbers
for k=1:length(lambda)
%Calculates the wave number of a plane wave in vacuum
kO=2*pi/lambda(k);
%The characteristic matrix of the SiO2 quarter wave layer 60
M-L2=[cos(k0*hl), i*sin(kO*hl)/Y1; Yl*i*sin(kO*hl), cos(k0*hl)];
%The characteristic matrix of the Si quarter wave layer
MH2=[cos(kO*h2), i*sin(kO*h2)/Y2; Y2*i*sin(kO*h2), cos(kO*h2)];
%Defines the number of fundamental periods in the dielectric stack
w=5;
%Calculates the characteristic matrix of the system
M=(M-L2*MH2)^w; 70
%Calculates the reflectivity of the dielectric stack
r(k)=(YO*M(1,1)+YO*YS*M(1,2)-M(2,1)-YS*M(2,2))
/(YO*M(1,1)+YO*YS*M(1,2)+M(2,1)+YS*M(2,2));
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%Calculates the transmisivity of the dielectric stack
t(k)=2*YO/(YO*M(1,1)+YO*YS*M(1,2)+M(2,1)+YS*M(2,2));
%Calculates the reflectance
Ref(k)=abs(r(k)^2); 80
%Calculates the transmittance
Tr(k)=abs(t(k))^2*sqrt(eS/eO);
end
%Plots the basic dielectric stack filter's reflectance
figure(1)
plot(lambda, Ref); 90
%Plots the basic dielectric stack filter's transmittance
figure(2)
plot(lambda, Tr);
A.2 Modified Dielectric Stack Filter Transmittance.m
%This code evaluates the transmittance and Reflectance of the
%modified quarter wave dialectric stack filter
clear all
%permitivity of free space
eO=8.854e-12;
%permeability of free space
muO=4*pi*10^-7; 10
%permitivity of SiO2
el=2.25*eO;
%permitivity of Si
e2=11.8*eO;
%permitivity of substrate (GaSb semiconductor cell)
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eS=14.4*eO;
%refraction index for first medium defined for non-magnetic material 20
n1=sqrt(el/eO);
%refraction index for second medium defined for non-magnetic material
n2=sqrt(e2/eO);
%Dfinition of spectrum
lambda=0.8e-6:.2e-8:4.0e-6;
%SiO2 layer thickness
dl=0.00000039;
%Si layer thickness 30
d2=0.00000017;
%Y defined for each material
YO=sqrt(eO/muO);
Y1=sqrt(eO/muO)*nl;
Y2=sqrt(eO/muO)*n2;
YS=sqrt(eS/muO);
%Optical thickness of SiO2 layer
hl=nl*dl; 40
%Optical thickness of Si layer
h2=n2*d2;
%Planck's constant
h= 6.6254*10^-34;
%Boltzmann's constant
k= 1.38049*10^-23;
%speed of light in vacuum
c= 3*10^8;
%temperature of emitter 50
T=1500;
%The for loop calculates the transmittance and reflectancefor all wave numbers
for k= 1:length(lambda)
%Calculates the wave number of a plane wave in vacuum
kO=2*pi/lambda(k);
%The characteristic matrix of the SiO2 1/8 wave layer 60
ML1=[cos(kO*hl/2), i*sin(kO*hl/2)/Y1; Y1*i*sin(kO*hl/2), cos(kO*hl/2)];
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%The characteristic matrix of the SiO2 quarter wave layer
M..L2=[cos(kO*hl), i*sin(kO*hl)/Yl; Y1*i*sin(kO*hl), cos(kO*hl)];
%The characteristic matrix of the Si quarter wave layer
MH2=[cos(kO*h2), i*sin(kO*h2)/Y2; Y2*i*sin(kO*h2), cos(kO*h2)];
%The characteristic matrix of the Si 1/8 wave layer
M-H3=[cos(kO*h2/2), i*sin(kO*h2/2)/Y2; Y2*i*sin(kO*h2/2), cos(kO*h2/2)]; 70
%Defines the characteristic matrix of the fundamental period
Mlhl=M-L1*MH2*M_L1;
%Defines the number of fundamental periods in the dielectric stack
w=4;
80
%Calculates the characteristic matrix of the system
M=MlhI-w*M-L1*M-H3;
%Calculates the reflectivity of the dielectric stack
r(k)=(YO*M(1,1)+YO*YS*M(1,2)-M(2,1)-YS*M(2,2))
/(YO*M(1,1)+YO*YS*M(1,2)+M(2,1)+YS*M(2,2));
%Calculates the transmisivity of the dielectric stack
t(k)=2*YO/(YO*M(1,1)+YO*YS*M(1,2)+M(2,1)+YS*M(2,2));
90
%Calculates the reflectance
Ref(k)=abs(r(k)^2);
%Calculates the transmittance
Tr(k)=abs(t(k))^2*sqrt(eS/eO);
end
%Plots the modified dielectric stack filter's reflectance 100
figure(1)
plot(lambda, Ref);
%Plots the modified dielectric stack filter's transmittance
figure(2)
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plot(lambda, Tr);
A.3 Si/SiON Dielectric Stack Filter Transmittance.m
%This code evaluates the transmittance and Reflectance of the
%Si/SiON quarter wave dialectric stack filter
clear all
%permitivity of free space
eO=8.854e-12;
%permeability of free space
muO=4*pi*10^-7; 10
%permitivity of SiON
el=3.13*eO;
%permitivity of Si
e2=11.8*eO;
%permitivity of substrate (GaSb Substrate)
eS=14.4*eO;
%refraction index for first medium defined for non-magnetic material 20
n1=sqrt(el/eO);
%refraction index for second medium defined for non-magnetic material
n2=sqrt(e2/eO);
%Dfinition of spectrum
lambda=0.8e-6:.2e-8:4.0e-6;
%SiON layer thickness
dl=0.00000033;
%Si layer thickness 30
d2=0.00000017;
%Y defined for each material
YO=sqrt(eO/muO);
Y1=sqrt(eO/muO)*nl;
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Y2=sqrt(eO/muO)*n2;
YS-sqrt(eS/muO);
%Optical thickness of SiON layer
hl=nl*dl; 40
%Optical thickness of Si layer
h2=n2*d2;
%Planck's constant
h= 6.6254*10^-34;
%Boltzmann's constant
k= 1.38049*10^-23;
%speed of light in vacuum
c= 3*10^8;
%temperature of emitter 50
T=1500;
%The for loop calculates the transmittance and reflectancefor all wave numbers
for k=1:length(lambda)
%Calculates the wave number of a plane wave in vacuum
kO=2*pi/lambda(k);
%The characteristic matrix of the SiON quarter wave layer 60
M-L2=[cos(k0*hl), i*sin(kO*hl)/Y1; Y1*i*sin(kO*hl), cos(kO*hl)];
%The characteristic matrix of the Si quarter wave layer
MH2=[cos(kO*h2), i*sin(kO*h2)/Y2; Y2*i*sin(kO*h2), cos(kO*h2)];
%Defines the number of fundamental periods in the dielectric stack
w=5;
%Calculates the characteristic matrix of the system
M=(M-L2*M.H2)^w; 70
%Calculates the reflectivity of the dielectric stack
r(k)=(YO*M(1,1)+YO*YS*M(1,2)-M(2,1)-YS*M(2,2))
/(YO*M(1,1)+YO*YS*M(1,2)+M(2,1)+YS*M(2,2));
%Calculates the transmisivity of the dielectric stack
t(k)=2*YO/(YO*M(1,1)+YO*YS*M(1,2)+M(2,1)+YS*M(2,2));
%Calculates the reflectance
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Ref(k)=abs(r(k)^2); 80
%Calculates the transmittance
Tr(k)=abs(t(k))^2*sqrt(eS/eO);
end
%Plots the Si/SiON dielectric stack filter's reflectance
figure(1)
plot(lambda, Ref); 90
%Plots the Si/SiON dielectric stack filter's
figure(2)
plot(lambda, Tr);
transmittance
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MATLAB Filter Pass-Band Evaluation
Codes
B.1 Basic Filter Pass-Band Performance.m
%Code used to calculate the percentage of convertible radiation
%which the basic quarter wave dielectric stack filter
%transmits compared to an ideal low-pass filter.
%Loads the simulated transmittance characteristic of the basic quarter wave filter.
load sio2noarc;
10
%Planck's constant.
h = 6.6254*10^-34;
%Boltzmann's constant.
k = 1.38049*10^-23;
%speed of light in vacuum.
c = 3*10^8;
%temperature of emitter.
T = 1500;
20
%Blackbody power spectral density
Q = (1/100^2).*(2*pi*h*c^2*ambda.^-5)./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1).*(1e-6);
%Calculated the radiation transmitted by the basic quarter wave filter.
TQ = Q.*Tr;
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%Calculates the percentage of convertible radiation transmitted by the basic filter
%compared to an ideal low-pass filter.
E = 100.*(sum(TQ(1:346))./sum(Q(1:346)));
B.2 Modified Filter Pass-Band Performance.m
%Code used to calculate the percentage of convertible radiation
%which the modified quarter wave dielectric stack filter
%transmits compared to an ideal low-pass filter.
%Load the simulated transmittance characteristic of the modified quarter wave filter.
load sio2arc;
h = 6.6254*10^-34;
k = 1.38049*10^-23;
c = 3*10^8;
T = 1500;
%Planck's constant.
%Boltzmann's constant.
%speed of light in vacuum.
%temperature of emitter.
%Blackbody power spectral density
Q = (1/100^2).*(2*pi*h*c^2*ambda.^-5)./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1).*(1e-6);
20
%Calculated the radiation transmitted by the modified quarter wave filter.
TQ = Q.*Tr;
%Calculates the percentage of convertible radiation transmitted by the modified filter
%compared to an ideal low-pass filter.
E = 100.*(sum(TQ(1:346))./sum(Q(1:346)))
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B.3 Si/SiON Filter Pass-Band Performance.m
B.3 Si/SiON Filter Pass-Band Performance.m
%Code used to calculate the percentage of convertible radiation
%which a ten layer Si/SiON quarter wave dielectric stack filter
%transmits compared to an ideal low-pass filter.
%Loads the transmittance characteristic of the quarter wave stack.
load sionarc;
10
h = 6.6254*10-34;
k = 1.38049*10^-23;
c = 3*10^8;
T = 1500;
%Planck's constant.
%Boltzmann's constant.
%speed of light in vacuum.
%temperature of emitter.
%Planck's spectral power density (W/ cm ^2 micron).
Q = (1/100^2).*(2*pi*h*c^2*1ambda.^-5)./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1).*(le-6);
20
%Radiation transmitted by Si/SiON quarter wave filter.
TQ = Q.*Tr;
%Calculates the percentage of convertible radiation transmitted by the filter.
E = 100.*(sum(TQ(1:351))./sum(Q(1:351)))
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MATLAB Filter Reflectance Correction
Codes
C.1 Normal Incidence Reflectance Correction.m
%Code used for reflectance measurement correction
global R T;
%Loads the measured reflectance and transmittance of the Si substrate
%atop which the filter is deposited
load SiwaferTx.txt;
load Si-waferRx.txt;
load Si_wafer_1ambda.txt;
10
%Loads the measured reflectance characteristic of the filter/substrate structure
load ICL2_Ref.txt;
%Sets initial valuse of reflectance and transmittance for
%non-linear equation solver
XO=[0.3, 1];
%Sets calculation tolerences 20
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET('TolX',le-6,'TolFun',le-6);
%For loop which passes the measured reflectance of the filter/substrate
%structure to the non-linear solver at each wavelength
for i = 1 : length(Si-wafer-lambda)
R=SLwaferRx(i)/100;
T=Si-waferTx(i)/100;
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30
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAGI=fsolve( 'estimation-ro_k_f ct ',XO);
ro(i)=X(1);
x(i)=X(2);
flag(i)=EXITFLAG;
end;
%Plots the reflectance of Si versus wavelength
figure(1); 40
plot (Si-waferilambda, ro);
%Plots the absorptance of the Si vafer versus wavelength
figure(2);
plot (Si-waferilambda, x);
%Plots the non-linear function's convergence status versus wavelength
figure(3);
plot (Si-wafer-lambda, flag);
50
%Plots the corrected reflectance versus wavelength
figure(5);
plot(Si-wafer-lambda, ((ICL2_Ref./100) '-ro.*x.^2) . /(1+(x.^2)
.*(((ICL2_Ref./100)' .*ro) -(2. *ro))));
C.2 Si Reflectance Correction Function.m
%Function used to extract the real reflectance and absorptance
%of a Si wafer from the measured data
function [rt] = estimation-ro-k-ft(XO)
global R T;
%Initializes the reflectance and absorptance values
ro=XO(1);
x=XO(2);
10
%Non-linear equations which are solved to establish the
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%reflectance and absorptance of the Si substrate
r=ro+(ro*(1-ro)^2*x^2)/(1-ro^2*x^2)-R;
t= (1-ro)^2*x/(1-ro^2*x^2)-T;
rt=[r; t];
C.3 Off-Normal TE Reflectance Correction.m
%Reflectance correction code for off-normal TE polarization measurements
global R T;
%Loads the off-normal reflectance and transmittance
%for Si substrate
load SiTE-20_ref.txt;
load Si-TE.20trans.txt;
load SiLTE_30-ref.txt;
load SiTE_30-trans.txt; 10
load SiLTE_40Aref.txt;
load SiTE-40-trans.txt;
load SiTE_50-ref.txt;
load SiTE_50-trans.txt;
load Si-wafer-lambda.txt;
%Loads the measured TE reflectance characteristic of the filter/substrate
%structure for 20, 30 40 and 50 degrees
load ICL2-20-TE.txt; 20
load ICL2-30-TE.txt;
load ICL2.40-TE.txt;
load ICL2-50.TE.txt;
%Sets initial valuse of reflectance and transmittance for
%non-linear equation solver
XO=[0.3, 1];
30
%For loops which passes the measured TE reflectance data of the filter/substrate
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%structure to the non-linear solver at each wavelength
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET('TolX',le-6,'TolFun',le-6);
for i = 1 : length(Si-wafer-lambda)
R=SLTE-20_ref(i)/100;
T=Si-TE_20-trans(i)/100;
40
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG]=fsolve(' estimation-ro-k.f ct ',XO);
ro20(i)=X(1);
x20(i)=X(2);
flag(i)=EXITFLAG;
end;
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET(' ToiX',le-6,'TolFun',le-6);
for i = 1 : length(Si-wafer-lambda) 50
R=SL.TE-30_ref(i) / 100;
T=SLTE_30_trans(i)/100;
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG}=fsolve(' estimationro_k_f ct ',XO);
ro30(i)=X(1);
x30(i)=X(2); 60
flag(i) =EXITFLAG;
end;
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET(' TolX',le-6,' TolFun',le-6);
for i = 1 : length(Si-wafer-lambda)
R=SLTE-40_ref(i)/100;
T=SLTE_40-trans(i)/100; 70
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG=fsolve(' estimat ion-ro-k-f ct ',X);
ro40(i)=X(1);
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x40(i)=X(2);
flag(i)=EXITFLAG;
end;
80
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET('TolX',le-6,'TolFun',le-6);
for i = 1 : length(Si-wafer-lambda)
R=SiLTE_50-ref(i)/100;
T=SLTE_50-trans(i)/100;
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG]=fsolve(' estimationro_k_f ct ',XO);
90
ro50(i)=X(1);
x50(i)=X(2);
flag(i)=EXITFLAG;
end;
%Calculates the actual filter TE reflectance for off-normal incident angles
c20 = ((ICL2-20 TE./100)'-ro2.*x2O.~2)./(1+(x2O.^2) 100
.*(((ICL2-20_TE./100)' . *ro20) -(2. *ro20)));
c30 = ((ICL2-30-TE./100)'-ro3O.*x30.^2)./(1+(x30.^2)
.*(((ICL2-30..TE./100)' .*ro3O)-(2.*ro3O)));
c40 = ((ICL2-40_TE./100)'-ro4O.*x40.^2)./(1+(x40.^2)
.*(((ICL2-40_TE./100)' .*ro4O)-(2.*ro4O)));
c50 = ((ICL2-50-TE./100)'-ro5O.*x50.^2)./(1+(x50.^2)
.*(((ICL2-50-TE./100)' *ro5O)-(2. *ro5O)));
%Plots the reflectance of Si versus wavelength
figure(1); 110
plot (Si-wafer.lambda, ro);
%Plots the absorptance of the Si wafer versus wavelength
figure(2);
plot (Si-wafer-lambda, x);
%Plots the non-linear function's convergence status versus wavelength
figure(3);
plot (Si-wafer-lambda, flag);
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%Plots the corrected 20 degree TE reflectance
figure(4);
plot(Si-wafer-lambda./1000, c20);
title('Corrected 20 degree reflectance');
axis([0.8,3.3,0,1]);
%Plots the corrected 30 degree TE reflectance
figure(5);
plot(Si-wafer-lambda./1000, c30);
title('Corrected 30 degree reflectance');
axis([0.8,3.3,0,1]);
%Plots the corrected 40 degree TE reflectance
figure(6);
plot (Si-wafer-lambda./1000, c40);
title('Corrected 40 degree reflectance');
axis([0.8,3.3,0,1]);
%Plots the corrected 50 degree TE reflectance
figure(7);
plot(Si-waferilambda./1000, c50);
title('Corrected 50 degree reflectance');
axis([0.8,3.3,0,1]);
120
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C.4 Off-Normal TM Reflectance Correction.m
%Reflectance correction code for off-normal TM polarization measurements
global R T;
%Loads the off-normal reflectance and transmittance
%for Si substrate
load Si-wafer-Rx.txt;
load Si.waferTx.txt;
load Si-TM..20_ref.txt;
load Si-TM-20_trans.txt;
load SiTM-30_ref.txt;
load SiTM-30_trans.txt;
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load SiLTM_40-ref.txt;
load Si-TM-40trans.txt;
load SiTM-50-ref.txt;
load SLTM-50_-trans.txt;
load Si-wafer-lambda.txt;
%Loads the measured TM reflectance characteristic of the filter/substrate
%structure for 20, 30 40 and 50 degrees 20
load ICL2-20_TM.txt;
load ICL2-30_TM.txt;
load ICL2-40TM.txt;
load ICL2-50-TM.txt;
%Sets initial valuse of reflectance and transmittance for
%non-linear equation solver
XO=[0.3, 1];
30
%For loops which passes the measured TM reflectance data of the filter/substrate
%structure to the non-linear solver at each wavelength
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET(' TolX' ,e-6,'TolFun'je-6);
for i = 1 : length(Si-wafer-lambda)
R=SLwaferRx(i)/100;
T=Si-wafer-Tx(i)/100;
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG}=fsolve(' estimationro_k_f ct',XO); 40
ro20(i)=X(1);
x20(i)=X(2);
flag(i)=EXITFLAG;
end;
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET('TolX',le-6,'TolFun',le-6);
for i = 1 : length(Si-wafer-lambda)
50
R=Si-TM_30_ref(i)/100;
T=SLTM_30trans(i)/100;
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG]=fsolve(' estimation-ro-k_f ct ',XO);
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ro30(i)=X(1);
x30(i)=X(2);
flag(i) =EXITFLAG; 60
end;
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET('TolX',le-6,'TolFun' ,le-6);
for i = 1 : length(Si-wafer-lambda)
R=SLTM-40-ref(i) /100;
T=SLTM_40-trans(i)/100;
70
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG]=fsolve('estimation-ro_k_f ct ',XO);
ro40(i)=X(1);
x40(i)=X(2);
flag(i) =EXITFLAG;
end;
OPTIONS = OPTIMSET('TolX',le-6, 'TolFun' ,le-6); 80
for i = 1 : length(Si-wafer-lambda)
R=SLTM-50.ref(i)/ 100;
T=SiTM_50-trans(i)/100;
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG]=fsolve(' estimationro_k_f ct ',XO);
ro50(i)=X(1); 90
x50(i)=X(2);
flag(i)=EXITFLAG;
end;
%Calculates the actual filter TM reflectance for off-normal incident angles
c20 = ((ICL2-20-TM./100)'-ro2O.*x20.^2)./(1+(x20.^2)
.*(((ICL2-20_TM./100)' .*ro2O)-(2.*ro2O)));
c30 = ((ICL2_30-TM./100)'-ro30.*x30.^2)./(1+(x30.^2) 100
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.*(((ICL2-30_TM./100)' .*ro30)-(2.*ro3O)));
c40 = ((ICL2-40-TM./100)'-ro40.*x40.^2)./(1+(x40.^2)
.*(((ICL2-40.TM./100)' .*ro40)-(2.*ro4O)));
c50 = ((ICL2-50-TM./100)' -ro50.*x50 .^2) . /(1+(x50. .2)
.*(((ICL2...50_TM./100)' .*ro5O)-(2.*ro5O)));
%Plots the reflectance of Si versus wavelength
figure(1);
plot (Si-wafer-lambda, ro);
%Plots the absorptance of the Si wafer versus wavelength
figure(2);
plot (Si-wafer-lambda, x);
%Plots the non-linear function's convergence status versus wavelength
figure(3);
plot(Si-wafer-lambda, flag);
%Plots the corrected 20 degree TM reflectance
figure(4);
plot(Si-wafer-lambda./1000, c20);
title('Corrected 20 degree reflectance');
axis([0.8,3.3,0,1]);
%Plots the corrected 30 degree TM reflectance
figure(5);
plot(Si.wafer-lambda./1000, c30);
title('Corrected 30 degree reflectance');
axis([0.8,3.3,0,1]);
%Plots the corrected 40 degree TM reflectance
figure(6);
plot(Si-wafer-lambda./1000, c40);
title('Corrected 40 degree reflectance');
axis([0.8,3.3,0,1]);
%Plots the corrected 50 degree TM reflectance
figure(7);
plot (Si-wafer-lambda./1000, c50);
title('Corrected 50 degree reflectance');
axis(0.8,3.3,0,1]);
versus wavelength
120
versus wavelength
130
versus wavelength
versus wavelength
140
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Appendix D
MATLAB Efficiency and Power Density
Codes
D.1 Normal Incidence Efficiency Estimation.m
%This code calculates the efficiency of the TP V system
%assuming all the PV diode only see radiation at normal incidence
clear all
%Planks constant
h = 6.626e-34;
%Boltzmann's constant
k = 1.3807e-23;
%Speed of light 10
c = 3e8;
%Definition of wavelength ranges
lambda = 3.3e-6:-4e-9:0.8e-6;
lambdaL = 3.3e-6:4e-9:8e-6;
lambdad = 1.78e-6:-4e-9:0.8e-6;
%Source and diode temperatures
T = 1500;
Tpv = 300;
%Source and diode refractive indices
n =1; 20
npv=3.8;
eV=1.116e-19;
%Loads the measured filter transmittance data
load NormalTransL.txt
load NormalTrans.txt
%Formats the data
NT = fliplr(NormalTransL);
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NT = NT'; 30
NTd = fliplr(NormalTrans);
NTd = NTd';
%Calculates net emitted radiative power
Ps = NT.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1);
PsL= NT.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*npv.^-2*ambda.^-5)
./(exp((h*c*((lambda.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1);
%Calculates net generated electrical power 40
Pd = NTd.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp(h*c*((lambdad.*k*T).^-1))-1);
PdL = NTd.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.^-2*1ambdad.^-4)
./(exp((h*c*((lambdad.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1);
Pext = (1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*1ambdaL.^-5)
./(exp(h*c*((lambdaL.*k*T).^-1))-1);
%Integration steps
PsT=4e-9.*Ps;
PsLT=4e-9.*PsL; 50
PdT=4e-9.*Pd;
PdLT=4e-9.*PdL;
PextT=4e-9.*Pext;
xs=sum(PsT);
xsL=sum(PsLT);
xd=sum(PdT);
xdL=sum(PdLT); 60
xext=sum(PextT);
Prad=xs-xsL+xext;
Ppv=xd-xdL;
%Normal incidence efficiency
eff= (Ppv/Prad);
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D.2 Angular Dependant Efficiency Estimation.m
%This code calculates the efficiency of the TPV system
%assuming all the PV diode only see radiation at normal incidence
clear all
%Planks constant
h = 6.626e-34;
%Boltzmann's constant
k = 1.3807e-23;
%Speed of light 10
c = 3e8;
%Definition of wavelength ranges
lambda = 3.3e-6:-4e-9:0.8e-6;
lambdaL = 3.3e-6:4e-9:8e-6;
lambdad = 1.78e-6:-4e-9:0.8e-6;
%Source and diode temperatures
T = 1500;
Tpv = 300;
%Source and diode refractive indices
n = 1; 20
npv=3.8;
eV=1.116e-19;
%Loads the measured filter transmittance data
load NormalTransL.txt
load T20AVL.txt
load T30AVL.txt
load T40AVL.txt
load T50AVL.txt
30
%Reformats imported data
NT = flipIr(NormalTransL);
NT = NT';
T20 = fliplr(T20AVL);
T20 = T20';
T30 = fliplr(T30AVL);
T30 = T30';
T40 = fliplr(T40AVL);
T40 = T40';
T50 = fliplr(T50AVL); 40
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T50 = T50';
%Calculates net emitted radiative power at each of the measurement angles
Ps = NT.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1);
PsL= NT.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*npv.^-2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp((h*c*((lambda.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1);
%20 deg
Ps20 = T20.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1); 50
Ps20L= T20.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*npv.^-2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp((h*c*((Iambda.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1);
%30 deg
Ps30 = T30.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1);
Ps30L= T30.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*npv.^-2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp((h*c*((lambda.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1l))-1);
%40 deg
Ps40 = T40.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1); 60
Ps40L= T40.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*npv.^-2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp((h*c*((lambda.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1);
%50 deg
Ps50 = T50.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1);
Ps50L= T50.*(1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*npv.^-2*lambda.^-5)
./(exp((h*c*((lambda.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1);
%Integration steps
%Normal incidence 70
PsT=4e-9.*Ps;
PsLT=4e-9.*PsL;
%20 deg
Ps20T=4e-9.*Ps2O;
Ps20LT=4e-9.*Ps2OL;
%30 deg
Ps30T=4e-9.*Ps3O;
Ps30LT=4e-9.*Ps3OL;
%40 deg
Ps40T=4e-9.*Ps4O; 80
Ps40LT=4e-9.*Ps4OL;
%50 deg
Ps50T=4e-9.*Ps5O;
Ps50LT=4e-9.*Ps5OL;
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xs=sum(PsT);
xsL=sum(PsLT);
xs20=sum(Ps2OT);
xs20L=sum(Ps2OLT);
xs30=sum(Ps3OT); 90
xs30L=sum(Ps3OLT);
xs40=sum(Ps4OT);
xs40L=sum(Ps4OLT);
xs50=sum(Ps5OT);
xs50L=sum(Ps5OLT);
Pext = (1/100^2).*(h*2*pi*c.^2*lambdaL.^-5)
./(exp(h*c*((lambdaL.*k*T).^-1))-1);
PextT=4e-9.*Pext;
xext=sum(PextT); 100
%Loads the filter's measured pass-band characteristics
load NormalTrans.txt
load T20AV.txt
load T30AV.txt
load T40AV.txt
load T50AV.txt
%Reformats imported data
NTd = fliplr(NormalTrans); 110
NTd = NTd';
T20d fliplr(T20AV);
T20d = T20d';
T30d = fliplr(T30AV);
T30d = T30d';
T40d = fliplr(T40AV);
T40d = T40d;
T50d = fliplr(T50AV);
T50d = T50d';
120
%Calculates net generated electrical power at each of the measurement angles
Pd = NTd.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp(h*c*((lambdad.*k*T).^-1))-1);
PdL = NTd.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.^-2*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp((h*c*((lambdad.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1);
%20 deg
Pd20 = T20d.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp(h*c*((lambdad.*k*T).^-1))-1);
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Pd20L = T20d.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.^-2*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp((h*c*((lambdad.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1); 130
%30 deg
Pd3O = T30d.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp(h*c*((1ambdad.*k*T).^-1))-1);
Pd3OL = T30d.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.^-2*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp((h*c*((lambdad.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1);
%4 0 deg
Pd40 = T40d.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp (h*c* ((lambdad. *k*T).^- -1)) -1);
Pd40L = T40d.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.--2*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp((h*c*((lambdad.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1); 140
%50 deg
Pd50 = T50d.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp(h*c*((lambdad.*k*T).^-1))-1);
Pd50L = T50d.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.^-2*lambdad.^-4)
./(exp((h*c*((lambdad.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(0.9e-19.*(k*Tpv)^--1))-1);
%Integration steps
%Normal incidence
PdT=4e-9.*Pd;
PdLT=4e-9.*PdL; 150
%20 deg
Pd20T=4e-9.*Pd2O;
Pd20LT=4e-9.*Pd2OL;
%30 deg
Pd30T=4e-9.*Pd3O;
Pd30LT=4e-9.*Pd3OL;
%40 deg
Pd40T=4e-9.*Pd4O;
Pd40LT=4e-9.*Pd4OL;
%50 deg 160
Pd50T=4e-9.*Pd5O;
Pd50LT=4e-9.*Pd5OL;
xd=sum(PdT);
xdL=sum(PdLT);
xd20=sum(Pd2OT);
xd20L=sum(Pd2OLT);
xd30=sum(Pd3OT);
xd30L=sum(Pd3OLT);
xd40=sum(Pd4OT); 170
xd40L=sum(Pd4OLT);
xd50=sum(Pd5OT);
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xd50L=sum(Pd5OLT);
%Total emitted power including angular dependance
Prad=((xs-xsL+xext)*0.0333+ (xs20-xs2OL+xext)*0.05588
+(xs30-xs3OL+xext)*0.0749 +(xs40-xs4OL+xext)*0.0851
+(xs50-xs5OL+xext)*0.0857 +(xs50-xs5OL+xext)*0.0734
+(xs50-xs5OL+xext)*0.0552 +(xs5O-xs5OL+xext)*0.0316);
180
%Total generated electrical power including angular dependance
Ppv=((xd-xdL)*0.03329+ (xd20-xd2OL)*0.0558 +(xd30-xd3OL)*0.0749
+(xd40-xd4OL)*0.0851 +(xd50-xd5OL)*0.0857 +(xd50-xd5OL)*0.0734
+(xd50-xd5OL)*0.0552 +(xd50-xd5OL)*0.0316);
%Efficiency
eff=(Ppv/Prad);
D.3 Power Density Estimation.m
%This code calculates the TPV system's power density
%for both the normal incidence and angular dependant
%incidence cases
clear all
%Plank's constant
h = 6.626e-34;
%Boltzmann's constant 10
k = 1.3807e-23;
%Speed of light
c = 3e8;
% Wavelength range of convertible radiation
lambda=1.78e-6:-4e-9:0.8e-6;
%Source and PV diode temperatures
T = 1500;
Tpv = 300;
%Refractive indices of a blackbody and GaSb PV diode
n = 1; 20
npv=3.8;
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eV=1.116e-19;
%Loads the measured transmittance characteristics
%of the modified quarter wave filter for normal and
%off-normal angles of incidence
load NormalTrans.txt
load T20AV.txt
load T30AV.txt 30
load T40AV.txt
load T50AV.txt
%Reformats the data
NT = fliplr(NormalTrans);
NT = NT';
T20 = fliplr(T20AV);
T20 = T20';
T30 = fliplr(T30AV);
T30 = T30'; 40
T40 = fliplr(T40AV);
T40 = T40';
T50 = fliplr(T50AV);
T50 = T50';
%Calculation of electrical power generated in PV diode
Pn = NT.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambda.^-4)
./(exp(h*c*((ambda.*k*T).^-l))--);
P20=T20.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambda.^-4) 50
./(exp(h*c* ((lambda.*k*T). -1)) -1);
P30=T30.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambda.^-4)
./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1);
P40=T40.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambda.^-4)
./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1);
P50=T50.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*lambda.^-4)
./(exp(h*c*((lambda.*k*T).^-1))-1);
%Integration steps
PnT=4e-9.*Pn; 60
P20T=4e-9.*P20;
P30T=4e-9.*P30;
P40T=4e-9.*P40;
P50T=4e-9.*P50;
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xn=sum(PnT);
x20=sum(P20T);
x30=sum(P3OT);
x40=sum(P4OT);
x50=sum(P50T); 70
%Calculation of loss component
Pdn = NT.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.^-2*lambda.^-4)
./(exp((h*c*((ambda.*k*Tpv).^-p))-(.01e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-);
Pd20 = T20.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.^-2*lambda.^-4)
./(exp((h*c*((lambda.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(1.01e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-l);
Pd30 = T30.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.^-2*lambda.^-4)
./(exp((h*c*((lambda.*k*Tpv).^-1))-(1.01e-19.*(k*Tpv)^-1))-1);
Pd40 = T40.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.^-2*lambda.^-4)
./(exp((h*c* ((lambda. *k*Tpv).^- -1)) - (1.0e- 19.* (k*Tpv) -- 1)) -1); 80
Pd50 = T50.*(1/100^2).*(eV*2*pi*c*npv.~-2*lambda.^-4)
./(exp((h*c*((lambda.*k*Tpv).-1))-(1.01e-19.*(k*Tpv) -1))-1);
%Integration steps
PdnT=4e-9.*Pdn;
Pd20T=4e-9.*Pd2O;
Pd30T=4e-9.*Pd3O;
Pd40T=4e-9.*Pd4O;
Pd5OT=4e-9.*Pd5O;
90
xdn=sum(PdnT);
xd20=sum(Pd2OT);
xd30=sum(Pd3OT);
xd40=sum(Pd4OT);
xd5O=sum(Pd5OT);
%Calculation of net generated power over within each
%integration segment
xnn=xn-xdn;
x2=x20-xd2O; 100
x3=x30-xd3O;
x4=x40-xd4O;
x5=x50-xd5O;
%Normal incidence power density
xnn
%Angular dependant power density
ad=(xnn*0.03329+x2*0.05588+x3*0.0749+x4*0.0851
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+x5*0.0857+x5*0.0734+x5*0.0552+x5*0.0316); 110
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